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Summary 






The perpendicular recording system has received attention again in recent years aiming 
to fulfill market demands for extremely high-level areal densities when the 
longitudinal recording system reaches its limit. This research work focuses on analyses 
of ultra-high density perpendicular magnetic recording processes by using finite 
element micromagnetic modeling and analytical methods. The 3-D micromagnetic 
model being developed involves finite element micromagnetic modeling based on 
Laudau-Lifishitz-Gilbert equation. One of the existing obstacles of using the finite 
element micromagnetic modeling in the study of magnetic recording physics and in 
building analytical tools for investigation of the signal generation processes, is the low 
computing speed of such numerical technique. Hence, a fast algorithm – Fast Fourier 
Transform on Multipoles is proposed to speed up the calculation of the demagnetizing 
field, and thus the modeling process.  
As the product development cycles for magnetic recording devices become shorter, it 
is very essential to predict the performance of the recording system before it is 
physically built. The combination of the micromagnetic simulation and statistical 
modeling of the read/write process provides a promising approach towards designing 
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recording heads and channels. The physics of the microtrack model are studied in this 
dissertation, and the media characteristic effects on the transition noise are also 
investigated. Results show that the distributed anisotropy distribution and exchange 
coupling have important effects on the performance of magnetic recording system.  
An analytical model for the perpendicular writer field based on vector potential 
method has been developed to predict the write field distribution. With the analytical 
solution of magnetic field distributions under the influence of various design 
parameters, a sensitivity analysis based on the Response Surface Methodology has 
been carried out to investigate the dominant effect of the design parameters on the 
write field performance. The write field distributions for the perpendicular writer with 
and without shielded poles are investigated using finite element modeling and the 
influences of the design parameters are analyzed in detail. The findings provide 
guidelines in choosing the head structure parameters and may be useful in the design 
phase for the perpendicular head and media combinations.  
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Magnetic Recording 
In the past 40 years, the world has experienced the integration of the computer into the 
society. The magnetic recording technology has been established in making 
inexpensive computers with bigger storage capabilities and higher computing speed. 
As the technology advances, the data storage density has been increased tremendously 
over the years. Fig. 1.1 shows the historical milestones and roadmap for magnetic 
recording density provided by the Information Storage Industry Consortium (INSIC). 
With increasing market demands for information storage, longitudinal recording 
technology is no more adequate to push the growth of data density due to the limit of 
long-term thermal stability, or the superparamagnetic limit. One possibility to increase 
the thermal stability is to use high anisotropy materials. However, it is not feasible for 
the longitudinal recording because conventional ring head fields are too weak to write 
the data.  
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Fig. 1.1 Areal density road map of information storage industry consortium (INSIC) 
 
Experiments indicate that this may be possible through perpendicular recording, where 
a soft magnetic imaging layer is used to enhance the write field and enable such grains 
to be switched. Basic technology demonstrations of about 230 Gbit/in2 have already 
been reported,[1] and theoretical studies suggest that extensions to about 1 Tbit/in2 
should be possible using that technology.[2][3] Going much beyond 1Tbit/in2, however, 
will require more drastic changes of heads and media. One of the fundamental 
limitations relates to the media sputter fabrication process, which may not allow the 
tight grain size and magnetic dispersions required in models. Chemical synthesis of 
SOMA[4] can produce uniform spherical grains, which is a desirable feature for ultra-
high density recording. These structures not only show extremely tight size 
distributions (< 5%) but are also magnetically much harder than current Co alloys. 
Seagate (2002) demonstrated a technology, in which writing will require temporal 
heating and cooling in a magnetic field, as in heat-assisted magnetic recording 
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(HAMR).[5] It is expected that SOMA, HAMR or their combination may break through 
the so-called superparamagnetic limit of magnetic recording by more than a factor of 
100 and eventually lead to recording on a single particle per bit, with ultimate densities 
near 50 Tbit/in2. 
 
1.1.1 Magnetic Recording System 
Magnetic recording systems can generally be divided into two categories depending on 
the orientation of the medium anisotropy easy axis as illustrated in Fig. 1.2: (1) 
longitudinal recording, where the medium anisotropy easy axes are constrained to the 
media planes, as shown in Fig. 1.2 (a), and (2) perpendicular recording, where the 
anisotropy easy axes are aligned perpendicular to the media plane. In perpendicular 
recording technology, there are also two main types. First, the media consists of a 
magnetically hard data layer deposited on a high permeable, soft underlayer with a 
single pole head (Fig. 1.2 (b)). Second, the media consists of a single layer media with 
a ring head type (Fig. 1.2 (c)). Double layer perpendicular recording is selected as the 
candidate technology for 1 Tbit/in2 areal density because the perpendicular recording 
with a soft underlayer promises several key advantages. These advantages include the 
capability of extending areal density growth by at least an order of magnitude beyond 
the impediments associated with thermal decay of longitudinal recording. Other 
benefits include providing higher signal-to-noise ratio(SNR) , write short wavelengths 
and sharp transition.  
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As such technology can offer much higher storage densities for magnetic recording 
systems. It is expected that the commercial realization of the perpendicular recording 
technology will bring about technology challenges to designers attempting to push the 
physics limits of longitudinal recording on magnetic continuous media, such as the 
write head, media grain sizes and grain numbers per bits, etc. Thus it is necessary to 




Fig. 1.2 (a) Longitudinal magnetic recording. (b) type 1: perpendicular recording, using a single pole 
head and a soft underlayer in the media. (c) type 2: perpendicular recording, using a ring head with no 
soft underlayer 
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1.1.2 Magnetic Recording Physics 
1.1.2.1 Hysteresis Loop 
A typical simulated M-H loop for perpendicular recording media is shown in Fig. 1.3. 
In the simulation, the applied field is fixed in the perpendicular direction and the 
direction of medium anisotropy axis is assumed to be perpendicular to the media plane 
with 3 degrees deviation. In Fig. 1.3, several critical parameters are listed. It can be 
seen that the media coercivity field Hc is lower than the average media anisotropy field 
due to anisotropy angle distribution. The loop is sheared by the 4Ms demagnetization 
factor. Therefore, the media saturation field (Hs) is larger than the average medium 
anisotropy field. The medium nucleation field (Hn) is defined as the field where 1% of 
the medium grains reversed. The remanent saturation magnetization Mr is defined as 
the permanent magnetization that remains after the applied field is removed. The loop 










          (1.1) 
It is expected that a good perpendicular recording medium should have a large 
nucleation field and a small saturation field. i. e. a large loop squareness. As indicated 
by the micromagnetic simulations in Chapter 8, with increasing intergranular exchange 
coupling, the coercivity field Hc, and saturation field Hs decreases, the nucleation field 
Hn and the loop squareness S* increases.  
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Fig. 1.3 Typical M-H loop for perpendicular recording media 
 
1.1.2.2 Transition Parameter 
As we known, at the transition center, the finite medium grains form a so-called “Zig-
Zag” microstructure, which introduces transition noise in both longitudinal and 
perpendicular recording. And the previous study[6] found that the playback voltage is 
based on the cross track averaged magnetization along the down track direction 
typically for a wide track approximation. Three possible functions for the average 
magnetization transition are widely utilized to model the transition profile.[6] They are 
Arctangent, hyperbolic tangent and error function transition outlined in Table 1.1 along 
with their spatial derivatives.   
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 at the center of the 
transitions. Here, “a” is the transition parameter denoting the width of the transition ( 
a). The three magnetization functions are illustrated in Fig. 1.4. As shown in 
Reference [6], the medium signal to noise ratio (SNR) depends strongly on the 
transition parameter. In Chapter 8, the effects of medium characteristics on transition 
parameter are systematically investigated.  
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Fig. 1.4 Plot of three different recorded magnetization distributions 
 
1.2 Challenges for Predicting the Performance of 
Recording System 
As product cycles in magnetic recording become ever shorter, there is a pressing need 
to develop modern tools for predicting the performance of a perpendicular recording 
system before it is physically built. The main challenge is to provide a model that 
possesses statistical accuracy for any head/media combination and is able to rapidly 
generate realistic readback waveforms. An integrative tool of this nature will be 
essential for product development and expedient research. 
Over the past two decades, several models have been suggested to achieve these goals. 
Widely accepted models for describing the physics of thin film magnetic media are the 
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micromagnetic models.[7]-[9] While micromagnetic models the fine microphysics of 
each grain of the recording media, the microtrack model[10]-[12] only relies on a few 
random parameters that are extracted from macroscopic measurements and extrinsic 
media properties to model the transitions and transition noise accurately. It does so by 
slicing the recording track into N equally sized microtracks. The sum of the output 
from each microtrack results in the transition response.[11] The tradeoff between the 





















Fig. 1.5 Schematic diagram of functions of micromagnetic simulation 
 
Computer simulation is a bridge between theory and experiment. Furthermore, it forms 
a link between microscopic and macroscopic properties. As mentioned before, the 
numerical micromagnetic simulation can provide the fundamental understanding of 
magnetization processes on the nanometer scale since it predicts the magnetic behavior 
of magnetic material from its microstructure and intrinsic magnetic properties.[13][14] 
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Furthermore, micromagnetic simulations provide a suitable and helpful tool in 
studying the recording performance and optimal design of magnetic recording media.   
 
1.3 Historical Background of Micromagnetic 
Modeling 
The fundamentals of magnetism have matured for many years. The mathematical 
equation allowed the phenomenon of magnetism to be well defined. In 1785, the 
inverse-square law for the magnetic field was formulated by Coulomb. James Clerk 
Maxwell (1831 - 1879) developed many equations such as Maxwell’s equation (the 
extension of Faraday’s equation) for both electricity and magnetism that form the basis 
for the formulation of modern theoretical magnetics. 
With the use of computers in magnetics, we can simulate and predict the magnetic 
behavior of materials. As technology progresses, magnetism encompasses phenomena 
on a much smaller-length scale. When dealing with micron length scales, macroscopic 
magnetic models are inadequate to predict the behavior of the magnetic material. Thus, 
micromagnetics is introduced. 
The first calculation in micromagnetics was the domain wall calculation performed by 
Landau and Lifshitz.[15] In 1940, Brown proposed a variational method that is based on 
the calculation of the variational derivative of the total energy with respect to the 
magnetization configuration. Now, the equation is known as Brown’s equation and the 
solution gives us the magnetization distribution when in equilibrium. However, during 
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the initial stages, the subject of micromagnetics did not attract great attention from 
researchers, until 1948, when Stoner and Wohlfarth employed the static method of 
energy minimization to study the reversal mechanism of a single magnetic particle.[16] 
In 1955, Gilbert[17] derived the dynamic motion of magnetization using the damping 
parameter, which is equivalent to an older form of Landau-Lifshitz equation. This 
dynamic equation is now the familiar formula used in micromagnetic simulation as the 
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation. After the emergence of the nucleation field 
theory in 1957, the development of micromagnetics received conscious attention. In 
1963, Brown systematically reviewed the origins in micromagnetics and underlying 
the principles of the micromagnetic theory, in which a continuous magnetization vector 
is used to describe the details of the transition region between magnetic domain instead 
of taking the individual atomic moments into consideration, and to present it in a 
unified way.[13] 
Micromagnetism is a generic term that is used widely to evaluate magnetization 
structures and reversal mechanisms in magnetic materials. Bertram and Mallinson 
(1969) used the collective nucleation modes of a pair of identical magnetic dipoles and 
non-linear reversal modes for the pair-dipoles (1970) to study the effect of 
magnetostatic interaction of an interacting system during magnetization reversal. 
[18][19]Fortunately in the mid-1980s, increased computational power allowed for the 
detailed analytical study of sophisticated and complex magnetic behaviors, which 
enables the fast development of advanced magnetic materials. In 1983, Hughes 
developed a model in which a second order energy minimization method combined 
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with an under-relaxation iterative method was utilized, based on the granular structure 
of the film, to study the magnetization reversals in CoP films[20]. Zhu and Bertram 
(1988) studied the inter-grain interactions and their effects on the transition noise in 
thin film recording media using a 2-D array of hexagonal grains.[7] Vos et al (1993) 
developed a micromagnetic model to investigate interaction effects on spheroidal 
particle assemblies.[21] In 1998, Yang and Fredkin used the finite element method and 
backward difference method to describe the magnetization reversal dynamics of 
interacting ellipsoidal particles.[22] P. H. William Ridley (2000) developed a 2-D 
dynamical micromagnetic model based on finite element method to investigate the 
magnetic behaviour of nanostructured permalloy.[23] In 2002, micromagnetic 
simulation was used to investigate antiferro-and ferromagnetic structures for magnetic 
recording by Dieter Suess.[24] 
Micromagnetic modeling generates comprehensive understanding of the microscopic 
structural shape of the magnetic device involved in the magnetized reversal and 
hysteresis processes. The recent works in this area focus on (i) how to employ 
thermally activated magnetization reversal in the framework of the micromagnetic 
concept;[25] (ii) how to expand the theory to new techniques for the calculation of 
demagnetizing fields for simulation of large-scale systems; (iii) how to predict the 
performance of a recording system and study the optimal write head and media designs 
for ultra high density and ultra high data rate magnetic recording using micromagnetic 
simulation. 
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1.4 Research Objectives  
 
Fig. 1.6 Historical progress and projection of bit size and number grains per bit with areal density 
 
It has been more than 25 years since the father of modern perpendicular recording – 
Professor Shun-ichi Iwasaki verified distinct density advantages in perpendicular 
recording,[26] and the perpendicular recording technology in which a single pole write 
head is combined with a double-layered medium is expected to be able to open up 
possibilities for achieving areal storage densities of 1 Tbit/in2. However, there are still 
many issues that pose as obstacles to such a projection.  
One of these challenges is the realization of a media, capable of writing and reading, 
with a high signal-to-noise ratio and thermal stability even at high bit densities. For 
that, a recording layer should consist of fine ferromagnetic grains with volumes as 
small as possible while with coercivity field as high as possible. Fig. 1.6 shows the 
historical progress and projection of bit size and number of grains per bit with different 
 
Bit Sizing 
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areal densities. With the grain size and boundary thickness approaching physical limits, 
the numerical micromagnetic simulation plays an important role in investigating the 
effects of the magnetic microstructure on properties of modern magnetic materials, and 
it is also helpful in predicting the performance of perpendicular recording systems. 
Conventional micromagnetic model usually involves finite difference methods using 
regular grain structure, and dynamic studies based on Laudau-Lifishitz-Gilbert 
equation. Zhu et al (1988, 1996) modeled the magnetic recording media by using 2-D 
single layer regular hexagonal grains, and investigated the effect of fast head field rise 
time in perpendicular recording system using cubic cells (2002).[7][27][28] When further 
reduction of grain size takes place, the geometry of media grains has to be taken into 
consideration. To model the irregular grain shapes for finite difference method, J. J. 
Miles (1995) generated irregular large grain size media patterns by using the structure 
of grain clusters.[29] However this method can only be used for large grain sizes. J. R. 
Hoinville (2001) built recording media by using pseudo-Voronoi method based on a 
uniform hexagonal lattice structure in which a single grain is composed of one or more 
hexagons.[30] It is found that this method can be used to model irregular grains with 
small sizes, but still possesses accuracy problems regarding the grain boundary. By 
using this media model, Zhou Hong and Betram (2000, 2002) systematically studied 
the effect of intergranular exchange on the performance of longitudinal and 
perpendicular recording systems using 3-D finite difference micromagnetic 
models.[31][32] However, it should be pointed out that the microstructure of real 
recording media is totally irregular and the grain sizes are entirely different. In deed, as 
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the number of grains per bit becomes very small for ultra-high density recording, such 
effect should be taken into careful consideration. Furthermore, in the conventional 
micromagnetic media model, it is generally assumed that the media grains are of singe 
domain particle with uniform rotation. Therefore, each grain switches by coherent 
rotation following the Stone-Wolfarth analytical model. However, in the real magnetic 
recording media, the magnetization reversal modes of grains are different with respect 
to the geometrical size of grains. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the effect of true 
reversal mode of media grain and grain boundary when conducting computer modeling 
and simulation for ultra-high density perpendicular recording processes. It is expected 
that micromagnetic simulation based on finite element method can allow for the ability 
to approximate virtually any irregular shape of grains with high accuracy, in particular 
when the grain size and the number of grains per bit are approaching physical limits. 
However, the tradeoff is accuracy and speed. As we all know, the most time consuming 
part in micromagnetic simulation is the calculation of the demagnetizing field. 
Different numerical algorithms such as Hybrid FEM/BEM method[33] were developed 
to speed up the calculation for finite element micromagnetic modeling. In this thesis, a 
new algorithm, Fast Fourier Transform on Multipoles (FFTM), is introduced to 
achieve rapid calculation of demagnetizing field.  
Another challenge would be the realization of write heads, which are capable of 
writing data on such a highly anisotropic medium. To design a suitable head structure, 
it is important to investigate how the changes of the design parameters affect the write 
field performance in the media layer. Thus, sensitivity analysis needs to be carried out. 
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To analyze the recording process correctly, the head field must be described accurately. 
Numerical simulations such as the finite element method (FEM) and boundary element 
methods are widely used to calculate write field distribution. Zhu (2003) discussed the 
effect of head parameters on the performance of the recording head by using 
commercial finite element software.[34] However, the computational effort required is 
expensive for simulating the whole recording process. An analytical solution may 
provide a more convenient expression for magnetic write field. One of the widely used 
solutions is Karlqvist’s head model.[35]  The Karlquist head expression assumes, based 
on the assumption of the writer head being of an infinite track width, that the potential 
varies linearly across the gap and thus the head field follows an abrupt surface field 
distribution. For a single pole head, the Karlqvist fields can also be applicable. 
However, the continuity of Karlqvist head field expression should be modified in the 
pole region when dealing with perpendicular recording. Conformal mapping 
techniques based on Schwartz-Christoffel transformation was utilized in Yang’s works 
(1989).[36] However, it requires a numerically iterative technique to find inverse 
mapping, in which convergence may be a problem. Analytical expression can also be 
obtained by a divide-and-conquer approach,[37]-[40] in which coefficients are determined 
numerically. In perpendicular recording, the soft underlayer can be used to increase the 
head field strength and improve the write performance of recording systems. Several 
theoretical solutions for the thin film head in the presence of soft underlayer have been 
proposed and analyzed by researchers such as G. A. Bertero, H. N. Betram and D. M. 
Barnett, (1993),[37] D. T. Wilton, D. J. Mapps, and H. A. Shute, (1994),[38] J. S. Yang, 
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(1994).[39] In these approaches, the soft underlayer was modeled as an equi-potential 
surface and the method of mirroring were applied to solve the field distribution in the 
media layer. Besides, in these solutions, the scalar magnetic potential was used to form 
the governing magnetic field equations in the studied regions. However, the scalar 
potential is not convenient when the coupling between the media and soft underlayer 
(SUL) needs to be investigated.[41][42] In the later part of this thesis, an analytical 
solution of the field distribution for perpendicular recording head based on vector 
magnetic potential is presented. The vector magnetic potential is used to construct the 
continuity governing equations in whole calculation region and the soft underlayer is 
also treated in the study. The solution may be applied to provide the information on the 
skin depth, and the effect of eddy current in the soft underlayer. This analytical 
solution could also be used in the design phase of perpendicular recording heads to 
conduct sensitivity analysis on the characteristics of write field versus structural 
parameters. In the sensitivity analysis, the dependence of the write field intensity, the 
field gradient and the 50% pulse width on the write head parameters such as pole tip 
width, fly height and soft underlayer thickness are investigated. In this thesis, the effect 
of the write field distribution on the medium switching field is also discussed.  
As the maximum head field is limited by the saturation of magnetic induction of pole 
tip materials, the concept of tilted magnetic recording were proposed and 
analyzed.[43][44] One of the tilted recording alternatives is to make use of the slanted 
field to write on perpendicular media. Such slanted write field can be developed when 
a shield pole piece is placed in adjacent to the main pole tip. To investigate the 
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writability of this write head of shielded-pole type, the slanted write fields due to the 
side shields, shielded pole at the trailing edge and the leading edge of the main pole tip 
and the influence of the design parameters are analyzed in detail in this thesis. 
Other issues, such as improving the system performance, and predicting the system 
performance before it is built, are also considered here. It has been known that, at high 
linear recording densities, the transition jitter noise becomes an important factor in 
determining the system performance. Thus, the study of using micromagnetic 
calculation to determine the microtrack model parameters is crucial for predicting the 
performance of a recording system, analyzing noise effect, and achieving optimal write 
head and media designs for ultra high density and ultra high data rate magnetic 
recording.  
 
1.5 Organization of Dissertation 
Chapter 2 will introduce the fundamentals of micromagnetics. In Chapter 3, the history 
and basics of the finite element micromagnetic modeling are described and the 
introduction about several techniques for speeding up the calculation of demagnetizing 
field is given.  
In Chapter 4, a new algorithm, Fast Fourier Transform on Multipoles (FFTM), is 
introduced for the rapid calculation of the demagnetizing field. The implementation of 
the algorithm and error analyses are presented to show its effectiveness in rapidly 
evaluating the demagnetizing field in 3-D finite element micromagnetic models. 
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In Chapter 5, an analytical solution for the perpendicular recording head field 
distribution based on vector magnetic potential is described. The analytical solution is 
also capable of predicting magnetic field distribution in the soft underlayer. The 
characteristics of the write field versus structure parameters are systematically 
investigated based on the new analytical solution for the head field distribution. The 
effects of the write field distribution on the medium switching field are also 
investigated. 
Chapter 6 investigates the write field distribution for the perpendicular writer with and 
without shield using 2-D and 3-D finite element methods (FEM). The slanted write 
fields due to the side shields, a shielded pole at the trailing edge and at the leading 
edge of the main pole tip, and the influence of the design parameters, are analyzed in 
detail. 
Chapter 7 discusses the reversal process in perpendicular recording media with finite 
element micromagnetic simulation. The effects of the applied field magnitude and 
direction, medium anisotropy distribution and damping constants on magnetization 
switching dynamics are investigated. 
In Chapter 8, the micromagnetic analysis is used to determine the parameters for the 
microtrack model. The cross track correlation length, transition parameters, and partial 
erasure threshold are investigated with respect to media properties. A new method for 
calculating the partial erasure threshold is proposed to model the partial erasure 
phenomenon in dibit transition. Such parameters are essential to build the microtrack 
model for perpendicular head and media combinations to accurately predict the 
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performance of magnetic recording systems. 
Finally, the conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented in Chapter 9. 
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In this chapter, an introduction of micromagnetic theory is given. The introduction will 
include Gibbs free energy and its field contributions, and magnetic dynamics. 
Especially, the previous works on the calculation of demagnetizing field, the most 
time-consuming part in micromagnetic modeling, is reviewed. Finally, a simple 
micromagnetic model, Stoner-Wohlfarth (SW) theory is introduced, which uses the 
static method of energy minimization to investigate the reversal mechanism for a 
single magnetic particle. 
 
2.2 Gibbs Free Energy  
The contributions to total magnetic Gibbs free energy totE  include macroscopic 
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contributions such as Zeeman energy extE  and demagnetizing (magnetostatic) energy 
demE  as well as microscopic contributions like the energies due to the 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy anE , and the exchange energy exchE .  
The total magnetic Gibbs free energy totE  can be written in the following form:
[13]
 
 ΩΩ +⋅−⋅−+⋅−=+++= MHmaMH demextexchdemanexttot KdVEEEEE 2
1))(1(()( 21  
dVmmmA zyx )))()()(( 222 ++              (2.1) 
where A is the exchange constant, 1K is the first magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
constant and a  the unit vector parallel to the easy axis, extH  the external field, and 
demH  the demagnetizing field.  
In these contributions of magnetic total Gibbs free energy totE , the external field is 
independent of the magnetization distribution and the exchange, anisotropy energy are 
short range interactions, which depend only on the local magnetization distribution. 
Thus, they can be computed directly. The most complicated and time-consuming 
procedure is to calculate the demagnetizing field because its numerical calculation 
involves solving a boundary value problem of the magnetic vector or scalar potential 
with open or periodic boundary condition. 
 
2.2.1 Zeeman Energy 
The interaction of the magnetization with the external field produces the Zeeman 
energy extE . In our model this field is introduced in order to produce a hysteresis curve 
or to study the switching processes allowing the magnetization to relax under the 
influence of its presence. The spatial dependence of the applied field can be 
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determined by using either Finite Element Method (FEM), or analytical formulas 
(Karlqvsit, Lindholm, Fan). A new 2-D analytical solution of the field distribution for 
the perpendicular recording head based on vector magnetic potential is presented in 
Chapter 5.  
The Zeeman energy is given by 
Ω ⋅= dVE extext MH             (2.2) 
 
2.2.2 Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy Energy 
When all external forces are absent, the magnetization M  tends to align itself in one 
or more specific directions in the crystal lattice. These directions are termed the easy 
axes of the material and represent the easy magnetization directions. To rotate the 
magnetization away from the easy direction, it costs anisotropy energy or otherwise 
called magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy. In the following discussions, the 
magnetic materials for the recording media are Co-based alloys. In Co the atoms are 
arranged on a hexagonal closed-packed (hcp) lattice and the magnetic moment is 
aligned with the c-axis direction. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy for 
uniaxial anisotropy is given by[13] 






10 maθθ    (2.3) 
where the angle  is between the magnetization direction and the medium anisotropy 
axis. The unit vector a is oriented along the easy axis in either direction. In practice, 
the anisotropy constant 0K  is usually omitted. The values for 2K  are often much 
smaller than that for 1K  in magnitude and also can be omitted. In our model, both the 
value of the anisotropy constant and the direction of the easy axis can possess 
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variations, due to the non-uniform microstructure of the magnetic materials. 
 
2.2.3 Exchange Energy 
The exchange interaction is described by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, treated as a 








.SSH                             (2.4) 
where Jij is the exchange integral between the wavefunctions of electrons i and j, Si,j 
stands for the spin operators. As exchange is a short range interaction, it decreases 
rapidly with increasing distance between the atoms. It is sufficient for the summation 
to consider only interactions for nearest neighbours. Thus, Jij can be written in the 
scalar form J. If we replace them by classical vectors, as seen in Fig. 2.1, and rewrite 
the dot product, the exchange energy can be described as  
   −=
neighbours
ijexch JSE φcos2                           (2.5) 
where ijφ  is the angle between normalized magnetization mi and mj.  
 
Fig. 2.1 Schematic representation of change in angle between neighboring spins i and j, and position 
vector si between them 
 
Because exchange interactions are very strong, it will not allow large angles to occur 
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between neighboring spins. Hence, we can assume that the angles ijφ  are small and 
develop the cosine function into its Taylor series expansion, such that 
                        =
neighbours
ijexch JSE
22 φ                                 (2.6) 
Using small angle approximation,  
|)(|||||
,
mrmm ∇⋅≈−≈ jijiφ        (2.7) 
where r is the position vector from the lattice point i to j and the continuous variable 
sM
M




22 ]).[( mr                         (2.8) 
Changing the summation over i to an integral over the ferromagnetic body, the 
exchange energy[13] of the magnetic material can be obtained as 
2 2 2(( ) ( ) ( ) ))exch x y zE A m m m dVΩ= + +                  (2.9) 






where a is the distance between nearest neighbours and { }4,2,1∈c  for a simple cubic, 
body centred cubic, or face centred cubic crystal structure, respectively. For a 
hexagonal close-packed crystal, such as cobalt, the summation over the interaction 
with the six nearest neighbors gives 2 2c = .    
 
2.2.4 Demagnetizing Energy 
In micromagnetic simulations, the most time-consuming procedure is to calculate the 
demagnetizing field. The demagnetizing (magnetostatic) energy of the magnetic 
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material can be expressed as:[13] 
Ω ⋅−= dVE demdem MH2
1
                         (2.11) 
From the law of vector calculus we may introduce a magnetic scalar potential ϕ , such 
that the demagnetizing field is calculated by 
ϕ−∇=demH .        (2.12) 
The demagnetizing potential ϕ  can be calculated directly using the Green’s function: 












3Mϕ      (2.13) 
where Ne is the number of the finite elements used to discretize the problem domain. 
The summation in Equation (2.13) is taken over all the elements, and this makes it 
computationally very expensive both in terms of the CPU time and memory usage, as 
evaluating the expression directly requires O(N2) operations. Several numerical 
algorithms were developed to speedup this calculation, including Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) for regular grain,[7] a hierarchical dipole interaction evaluation 
scheme,[47] the Fast Multipole Method (FMM),[48][49] and Hybrid FEM/BEM 
approach.[33][50] In this study, the Fast Fourier Transform on Multipoles (FFTM) 
method has been developed to accelerate the calculation of Equation (2.13) and its 
performance is compared with the direct approach (via Equation (2.13)) and the 
Hybrid FEM/BEM method. The details of the method are given in Section 3.2.4.2 
(Hybrid FEM/BEM method) and (FFTM method) in the next chapter. 
 
2.2.5 Effective Field and Energy Minimization 
The competitive effects of the micromagnetic energy contributions upon minimization 
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determine the equilibrium distribution of the magnetization. The minimization of the 
Zeeman energy forces the magnetization parallel to the applied field. The minimization 
of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy orientates the magnetization preferably 
along easy magnetization directions and the minimization of the exchange energy 
aligns the magnetic moments parallel to each other. The minimization of the 
demagnetizing energy favors the existence of magnetic domains.[25] 
As indicated in Equation (2.1) for a given field distribution under certain temperature, 
the magnetic Gibbs free energy totE  is a function of the components of the 











−=                                (2.14) 
where 0µ  is the magnetic permeability of vacuum. The objective of micromagnetic 
theory is to find the magnetization distribution in equilibrium. In equilibrium the 
magnetization M is parallel to the effective field and the torque which acts on the 
magnetization vanishes 
               0=× effHM                                 (2.15) 
Numerically, it is not always possible for the reduced torque to vanish everywhere. 
Normally, the minimization is stopped when reduced torque acting on each magnetic 
moment is smaller than some threshold, e.g. ε<× effii hm . The value of ε  should be 
small enough in the sense that no further changes in the equilibrium magnetization 
state are observed, typically less than 10-5. 
Quasi-static energy minimization method, besides the numerical dynamic approach 
given in detail later, provides an alternative way to determine the final equilibrium 
state. Over past years, several strategies are developed to find energy minimization, e.g. 
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the steepest descent method,[51] the method of conjugate gradients[52] and various quasi-
Newton methods,[53] and Alignment method,[54] an iteration procedure based on the fact 
that in the equilibrium state the magnetization should be aligned parallel to the 
corresponding effective field. The works of Berkov,[54] Lopez Diaz[55] provided a 
systematic comparison of various minimization methods. However, all these studies 
were incomplete and further development of new methods and refinement of the 
existing ones are highly desirable.[54] 
 
2.3 Magnetization Dynamics 
As introduced before, the equilibrium of the system is to keep the total energy at 
minimum with a constraint condition that the | )(rM | is a constant and the torque that 
applied on the magnetization vanishes 0=× effHM . Now, the next task is to evaluate 
the behavior of the system at non-equilibrium. 
For a magnetic moment m , the equation of motion for the magnetic moment of 




 |e| Hm ×                          (2.16) 
where e is the gyromagnetic ratio. The corresponding equation for the undamped 
precession of the magnetization vector is  
  effedt
d HMM ×−= || γ                          (2.17) 
In order to describe the motion of the magnetic moment towards equilibrium, a viscous 
damping term needs to be added. In 1935, Landau and Lifshitz[15] first suggested a 
damped gyromagnetic precession model as  
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d HMMHMM ××−×−= αγ    (2.18) 




HMM ××− α , which is perpendicular to both the 
current magnetization and the direction of the precession effHM × . And this term 
must be negative to ensure the desired equilibrium is achieved. 
 
Fig. 2.2 Lamor precession with damping mechanism of LLG[13] 
 
The real mechanisms of dissipation are complex.[56] Kikuchi[57] and Mallinson[58] 
systematically studied the gyromagnetic dynamics. In Reference [56], 
dt
dM
 in the 
spherical coordinates with respect to )(|| effe HM ×γ  and )( effL HM ×α  terms in 
the azimuthal and polar direction, were stated as shown in Fig. 2.3. The azimuthal 
component consists of the undamped precession and the polar component to align with 
the applied field. With Lα = 0, dt
dM
 points in the azimuthal direction and retrieve the 
precession equation. At small Lα , dt
dM
acquires a polar component. It takes a circular 
motion until the magnetization is in line with the field. As Lα becomes larger, the 
azimuthal component remains constant. And the polar component increases the 
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. With a big change in Md for each increment of time dt, the 
alignment of the magnetization with the applied field becomes faster at larger Lα . As 
shown in the same figure, there is no limit to the increase of the term ||
dt
dM
, and the 
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Fig. 2.3 (a) Spherical components of 
dt
dM
 of Landau-Lifshitz equation; (b) asymptotic behavior of 
Landau-Lifshitz equation 
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MMHMM ×+×−= αγ      (2.19) 
where Gα  is the Gilbert damping constant. 








α  in the azimuthal and polar directions are formed 
respectively. In contrast to the Landau-Lifshitz equation, the Gilbert damping term 
contains both azimuthal and polar components and the damping mechanism is acting 
on the total resultant motion 
dt
dM
 of the magnetization. For small Gα , similar 
behaviors as described before can be observed. However, as Gα  increases past a 
critical value, the magnitude of 
dt
dM
 decrease to form right angles with the damping 
term, see Fig. 2.4. As a result, in highly damped systems, the magnetization takes 
longer time to align with the applied field. The likely situations arising from the 










eff| | (M H )eγ ×
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(b)
1Gα > 1Gα =
1Gα <
eff







Fig. 2.4 (a) Spherical components of 
dt
dM
 of Gilbert equation; (b) asymptotic behavior of Gilbert 
equation 
 
Mallison[56] felt this limiting behavior is more physically plausible than the situation 
implied by the Landau-Lifshitz equation and introduced an analytical solution to 
describe the gyromagnetic switching behavior of a single domain grain with uniaxial 
magnetocrystalline by the gyromagnetic torque equation using the Gilbert damping. 
Consider a single domain, spherical magnetic grain with uniaxial easy axis shown in 
Fig. 2.5.  
The figure shows the polar angle θ  and azimuthal angleϕ  of M , the applied field is 
parallel to the easy axis. In this case, the anisotropy energy is given by 
2sinani uE K θ=                           (2.20) 







= − = −           (2.21) 
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Fig. 2.5 Coordinate system showing polar angle θ  and azimuthal angle ϕ  of magnetization M  and 











( sin 2 sin cos )e uMH Kγ θ θ θ−
β β
 
Fig. 2.6 Gilbert equation shown as vectors when easy axis and applied field are coaxial as in Fig 2.5 
 
The vector diagram of the Gilbert equation for this problem is shown in Fig. 2.6. Note 
that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy torque aniT  opposes the demagnetizing torque 
)( demHM ×  in the azimuthal direction. An alternate, but equivalent, way of thinking 






θ= , acting in the easy axis direction. The anisotropy torque )( aniHM ×  
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Fig. 2.7 Gilbert equation resultant 
dt
dM
 and its relationship to rate of change of polar angleθ  and 
azimuthal angleϕ   
 
Fig. 2.7 Shows how 
dt
dM
 is related to the rates of change in the polar angle 
•
θ  and 
the azimuthal angle 
•




−−=− θαθθθγϕθ MKMHM Gue )cossin2sin()(sin  (2.22) 
where βθ sin•• = MM , as can be seen in Fig. 2.7. 
Equating the polar components gives  
)(sincos
•••
−== ϕθαβαθ MMM GG                   (2.23) 
where )(sincos
••
−= ϕθβ MM , as can be seen in Fig. 2.7. 
Equation (2.22) and Equation (2.23) are a pair of simultaneous equations for 
•
θ  and 
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•
ϕ . In spite of the details of the azimuthal precession, in order to determine switching 
times, it suffices to find 
•
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      (2.26) 
where 
 Gα  is damping constant; 
 γ  is the gyromagnetic ratio; 
 iniθ  is the initial angle; 
 endθ is the final angle; 
 kH is the anisotropy field; 
  
Fig. 2.8 shows the Mallinson analytical solution of the switching time swτ  under 
different damping constants and external fields for 400Gbit/in2 perpendicular recording 







= =19792 Oe with the anisotropy constant 
Ku = 7.4x106 erg/cm3, the saturation magnetization is about Ms = 750 emu/cc, and the 
gyromagnetic ratio 617.6 10 /e rad Oeγ = × . Here, the initial angle iniθ  for computing 
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all the curves assumes a very small value of 2x10-5 degree, and the final angle endθ  is 
179 degrees. 
 
Fig. 2.8 Mallinson analytical solution of the switching time swτ  under different damping constant and 
external field for 400Gbit/in2 perpendicular recording media 
 
Spargo[59] discussed about the damped gyromagnetic precession between these two 
equations (2.18) and (2.19) and investigated the damping effect on the magnetization 
dynamics of longitudinal recording media. In this thesis, a detailed investigation about 
the damping effect on the magnetic dynamics of perpendicular recording media will be 
given in Chapter 7. 
By using the identity,[13]  
0=⋅
dt
dMM                             (2.27) 
the original form of Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation of motion becomes 
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d HMMHMM ××−×−= λγ       (2.31) 
To simplify the numerical computations of Equation (2.31), all physical quantities have 
been converted to dimensionless values. Hence, introduce the following dimensionless 
quantities: kHtγτ = ,  = /λ γ , m = M/Ms, and scale the effective field Heff with 
respect to the strength of the anisotropy field Hk, i.e. heff = Heff /Hk,[5] the governing 
equation can be then rewritten as 
))(( hmmhmm ××−×−= α
τd
d
             (2.32) 
The above equation can be formulated in terms of the components of m either directly 
in Cartesian component form or in the spherical polar coordinates.[23][25]  In our model, 
with the use of spherical coordinates, the number of unknowns is reduced by 1/3, 
which will speeds up the solver. The first term on the right hand side of Equation (2.32) 
describes a precession of the magnetization about the direction of the effective 
magnetic field. The last term describes a damping rotation of the magnetization 
towards the effective magnetic field. Both terms are always orthogonal to the 
magnetization such that Ms always remains constant. Another advantage of the 
spherical coordinates is that the constraint norm )(|| TM s=M , which is a function of 
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temperature and independent of the local magnetic field, is automatically preserved. To 
satisfy the constraint )(|| TM si =M , polar coordinates i, i for the magnetization at 






































































      (2.33) 
 
2.4 Stoner-Wolfarth Single Grain Model 
The Stoner-Wolfarth (SW) model[16] describes the single domain behavior assuming 
that all spins remain collinear. The assumption of single domain behavior eliminates 
exchange energy, which together with the ellipsoidal geometry results in 
demagnetizing energy. Thus, the system energy density, E  
2sin cos( )u M M HE K V MVHθ θ θ= − −       (2.34) 
where Ku is the anisotropy constant, H is the angle of field with respect to the 
anisotropy axis and M is the angle between the anisotropy axis and magnetization 
direction.  
To obtain the equilibrium states of the magnetization for given H the total energy is 







−−−=       (2.35) 





=         (2.36) 
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>         (2.37) 
Fig. 2.9 gives the energy plot from Equation (2.36) for various M, from 0 to  (with H 
= 00) under different applied field value. 










Applied field parallel to anisotropy direction
















Fig. 2.9 Energy function plots with H = 00, M vary from 0 to 3600 under different applied field value 
Happ cases  
 
Fig. 2.9 shows the energy barrier E = VKu  (E = Emax - Emin) with symmetric energy 
minima at M = 0 and M = 1800. For an applied field of Happ = 0.5Hk, the symmetry 
disappears and the energy barrier differs by E = 1.5 VKu  or 0.5 VKu  depending on 
which equilibrium state the system occupies. With increasing applied field Happ  Hk, 
the energy barrier vanishes leaving a single equilibrium state. 
Fig. 2.10 shows the dependency of the normalized switching field on the easy axis 
orientation H in polar coordinates system. Here, the switching field is defined as the 
field for which the grain magnetization will flip from up to down position, thus 
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= . Then, the dependence of 
Hsw on the easy axis orientation H is:[16] 
2 /3 2/3 3/ 2










   
(2.38)
 








Fig.2.10 is very helpful in describing write field distribution effect on the switching 








































Fig. 2.10 Dependence of Hsw on easy axis orientation H 
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Numerical micromagnetic modeling using the finite difference or finite element 
method reveals the relationship between the arrangement of the local magnetic 
moments and the microstructure features on a length scale of several nanometers. The 
finite difference method (FDM) requires the mathematical equations to be solved by a 
discrete set of lattice points. At each grid point, it is represented by difference 
operators and the boundary conditions are specified by means of their discrete 
counterparts. On the other hand, the concept of the finite element method (FEM) is to 
replace continuous functions by piecewise approximations defined over the individual 
elements, and then rebuild the original system with a set of algebraic equations. As 
noted in the last chapter, many past research works rely on the finite difference method 
for micromagnetic modeling. The finite element method (FEM) was first applied in 
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micromagnetics to overcome the problem with arbitrary geometries by Fredkin and 
Koehler (1987).[60] Since then, many researchers, e.g. Schrefl (1994),[61] Kronmüller 
(1997),[62] and et al, applied finite element method to various micromagnetic problems. 
In the past, the method was mainly used for studies of magnetic reversal in particles 
because of the time consuming nature of the numerical approach. Compared with finite 
difference method, the finite element method has many advantages. One of the benefits 
using FEM is that the method is particularly suitable for use to model complicated 
geometries and irregular microstructures, such as grain shapes and boundaries. As the 
finite difference method requires the use of a regular grid, it is difficult to handle 
curved boundaries. Another benefit of using FEM micromagnetics with unstructured 
meshing is the ability to handle very different length scales using the adaptive mesh 
which provides a way to make efficient use of computing power and memory.[63] 
Furthermore, in conventional finite difference micromagnetic model, it is generally 
assumed that the grains are of single domain particles and switch according to the 
Stoner–Wohlfarth uniform rotation. However, in real magnetic recording media, the 
magnetization reversal modes of grains are different with respect to the grain geometry 
size. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the effect of true reversal mode of each 
grain in computer modeling and simulation of ultra-high perpendicular recording 
processes. It is until recently, the modeling technique appear to be attractive for 
investigating media level switching dynamics and quasi-static problems as reported by 
Tako (1997),[63] D. Suess (2002),[24] Fidler (2002, 2004),[64][65] W. Scholz (2005).[66] 
The attraction of this method becomes even more apparent when dealing with ultra-
high density magnetic recording processes where the number of grains per bit will be 
very small, see Fig. 1.6. In this thesis, a dynamical micromagnetic model based on 
finite element method has been developed.  
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In this chapter, we first describe the finite element method including the basic ideas 
and general mathematical concepts. Then, the detailed description of the finite element 
micromagnetic model is given. The problem with calculation of demagnetizing fields 
using direct approach and Hybrid FEM/BEM method is discussed in detail. 
 
3.2 Description of Finite Element Micromagnetic 
Model  
Since the inception of the FEM, its application in the analysis of physical problems has 
grown exponentially.[67]-[76] Continuous improvements in mathematical algorithms to 
formulate finite element solutions have made the numerical technique attractive to 
other emerging science and engineering fields such as biomedical engineering and 
micromagnetics.  
Generally, the process of using finite element method to solve a physical problem can 
be divided into four steps: 
1. Establishment of the mathematical model 
2. Discretization of the solution domain 
3. Derivation of the element matrix equations using the principle of weighted residual 
or variational principle.  
4. Solving the system of equations 
The rest of this chapter is devoted to the description of the basic concepts of FEM with 
an introduction to its application to the solution of a micromagnetic problem. 
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3.2.1 Mathematical Fundamentals 
Computational micromagnetic modeling[25] has become an effective technique that 
provides quantitative insight into the magnetization processes of magnetic devices, 
especially in the design of magnetic recording systems.[77]-[82] 






















  (3.1) 
where M is the magnetization vector with Ms being the saturation magnetization of the 
material, eγ  is the gyromagnetic ratio, Gα  is the damping constant, and effH  is the 
effective field with contributions from the exchange, anisotropy, demagnetizing and 
external applied fields. It will be noted that the exchange, anisotropy and external 
fields are localized, which depend only on the nearby magnetizations. On the other 
hand, due to the long-range nature of the magnetic dipole-dipole interactions, the 
calculations of the demagnetizing field can be very computationally expensive. To 
alleviate this computational bottleneck, numerous techniques were devised, and these 
including the direct FFT approach, Fast Multipole Method (FMM), Hybrid FEM/BEM 
method, Ewald summation approach, and recently the Fast Fourier Transform on 
Multipoles (FFTM) method. These methods will be briefly discussed in Section 3.2.4 
with more focus on the Hybrid FEM/BEM method. In following chapter, the FFTM 
algorithm for the demagnetization field calculations is introduced and discussed in 
detail. 
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3.2.2 Discretization of the Problem Domain 
For finite element analysis, domain discretization is required to divide the spatial 
domain Ω with Ne “finite elements” eΩ . In 2-D discretizations, the most common 
elements are triangular and rectangular, whereas for 3-D problems, tetrahedral and 
hexahedral elements are widely used. In the finite element micromagnetic model 
presented in this thesis, a tetrahedral discretization has been implemented. To 
accurately predict the switching field of magnetic particles, it is essential to create a 
sufficiently fine finite element mesh. The maximum size of the mesh elements is 
required to be comparable with characteristic length of the material.[83] Generally 
speaking, in micromagnetic model, these limits are defined by the exchange length in 
soft magnetic materials and the domain wall width in hard magnetic materials as 
follows:[25] 
(1) for soft magnetic materials, the magnetostatic energy is the most dominant energy 








=                                   (3.2) 
(2) for hard magnetic materials, the most dominant energy contribution is 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy. The typical length is given by the domain wall 
width 
1K
Altl =                                      (3.3) 
(3) for ultra-high density magnetic recording media, with grain size and data bit size 
approaching the physics limits, the thermal stability and lifetime of data information 
should be considered. The typical length is given by the thermal exchange length  
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ths
tl HJ










=      (3.4) 
Where Hth is thermal field, which depends on the Gilbert damping constantα , the 
temperature T, time step of the numerical time integration scheme t∆ , the 
gyromagnetic ratioγ , and the spatial correlation length l (which equals the cell size).   
Since our model didn’t take into account the effect of thermal fluctuation so far, in 
general, the maximum size of the mesh has to be smaller than the minimum of the two 
lengths defined above in (3.2) and (3.3).  
The mesh generator requires input in the form of a description of the domain with any 
material properties, it will then output mesh details consisting of node numbers with 
their co-ordinates, element connectivity and material property data. In this thesis, we 
use GID[84] to create the models and the mesh export file complies with UCD format.[85]  
If we consider a continuous quantity φ  defined over a spatial domain Ω , the mesh 
will consist of Ne finite sub-domains eΩ , i. e. finite elements. After the mesh creation, 
the next step is to derive an interpolation or shape function for the distribution of the 
unknown function in each element. Usually this will be in the form of a set of 
polynomials. The order of the polynomial is related to the number of nodes Nn 
associated with the element. The polynomial eφ  is defined over a particular element e 
such that the whole set of polynomials form a piecewise continuous function φ  over 







=          (3.5) 










=          (3.6) 
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where Nn is the total number of vertices of each element and ic  are the coefficients to 
be determined. In finite element literature, the functions 
i
eψ  may be referred to as the 
basis functions, test functions, shape functions, or interpolation functions. We will use 
the term shape function throughout the rest of this thesis. Within a finite element 
context the shape functions are chosen to be interpolatory over each element so that 
i
eψ  takes the value of unity at node i  of the element e and zero elsewhere, i.e. 
( , , )
i
e
j j j ijx y zψ δ= . The values of ic  then correspond to the local values of φ  at each 
node i .  
The FEM often requires the calculation of surface or volume integrals over the finite 
elements. In our model, tetrahedrons will form the finite element mesh and the number 
of nodal points of each element Nn = 4. Let us consider a tetrahedral element with the 












Fig. 3.1 A tetrahedron and its four vertices 
 
We have three degrees of freedom at each node such that  
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1 2 3 4( , , )e x y z c c x c y c zφ = + + +       (3.7) 





( , , ) (1 )e
c
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     (3.8) 
Each function ( , , )e x y zφ  is a linear function inside the elements containing the node i, 
( , , )e x y zφ  is unity at the node i and zero at the face lying opposite to the node. If we 
assume the tetrahedral element with nodes labeled with i = 1,2,3,4, which are given at 
coordinates ( iii zyx ,, ) respectively with nodal values of 4321 ,,, φφφφ , the  
corresponding basis functions can be expressed as 
( , , )i k k k ikL x y z δ=  , 4,...,1, =ki  
thus, 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 3
1 1




i i i i i ii
i
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= = ;        (3.9) 




















=                          (3.10) 
and  
1




x y z L x y z Vφ
=
=         (3.11) 
writing the nodal potential in the element in the matrix form, 
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V
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      (3.12) 
where Nn = 4 is the number of nodes in the tetrahedral element, and iL  are the shape 
functions for the tetrahedral element. And each function ( , , )e x y zφ  is piecewise 
continuous in the entire domain. 
Then the components of magnetization are defined at the nodal points of the finite 














)()()( rmrrM φ                       (3.13) 
where k ie,m , ie,φ , r denote the k-th component of the magnetic moment and shape 
function, on the node point i of the element e, and position vector respectively. It will 








ie xφ          (3.14) 
and  
ijjeie xx δφφ =)()( ,,         (3.15).   
 
3.2.3 The Discretised Effective Field 
In micromagnetic model, the magnetization may be evaluated everywhere within the 
model by using the piecewise polynomial interpolation of the magnetization on the 
finite element mesh. In the state where the magnetization is away from the equilibrium, 
the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation is the governing mechanism of the magnetization 
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dynamics. The equation describes the dynamic motion of the magnetic moment in the 
presence of a net equivalent effective field, and drives the system to a minimum energy 
state. To perform the time integration of dynamic LLG equation, the effective field on 
every node of the finite element mesh has to be calculated. With the discretization of 






           (3.16) 






























))(( rm φ                (3.17) 
Here to introduce the discrete approximation isM ,  of the saturation magnetization 
































1φ            (3.19)  
denotes the volume, which is assigned to node i of the mesh. In Equation (3.19), Vi is 
the surrounding volume of the node i as shown in Fig. 3.2.[25]  
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Fig. 3.2 Surrounding volume Vi of the node i shown in 2-D view 
 
The effective field vector effi ,H  is written as a derivative of the system energy with 





























        (3.20) 
where im  denotes the magnetic moment on the node point i. It follows from the 
integral   
=
iV
ii dV)(rMm .        (3.21) 







 with respect to all local coefficients k je,m  need to be calculated. The 






 is obtained by assembling 

















1 1 ,, mm
                      (3.22) 
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otherwise
e elementin  j node local  i node globalif =
  (3.23) 
The derivative of the exchange energy contribution with respect to the local 







































ϕ   (3.24) 


































































































































ϕϕ    (3.26) 



















        (3.27) 
with the coefficient matrix 
 Ω ∇∇= e )dVAM jeie
e
lj rr ()(2 ,, ϕϕ       (3.28) 
where Nn = 4 is the number of nodes in the tetrahedral element. 
The derivatives of other contributions including, magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy, 













ϕ                      (3.29) 
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ϕ                   (3.32) 
In Equation (3.31), ka  are the Cartesian components of the unit vector parallel to the 
anisotropy axis. 
With all the energy contributions, the effective field can be calculated by matrix-vector 
multiplications: 

















−=    (3.33) 
with coefficient matrix exM , aniM  from Equation (3.28) and (3.31), respectively 
The most difficult contribution to handle is the demagnetizing field because its 
calculation depends on the whole magnetization configuration of the entire magnetic 
body. The other three contributions to the effective field are “local”. This means their 
calculations only depend on the magnetization at each nodal point.  
 
3.2.4 Demagnetizing Field Calculation 
Given a distribution of magnetization M(r) within the region of the magnetic material, 
Ω, the demagnetizing field Hdem(r) can be reformulated as a scalar potential field 
problem:[87] 
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rMrϕ                (3.34) 
where )()( rrH ϕ−∇=dem , and Ω is approximated by a discrete set of Ne elements. 
Notice that the summation in (3.34) is taken over the entire set of elements, and this 
makes it computationally very expensive. 
To speed up this calculation, numerous techniques were devised, and these include the 
direct FFT approach, the Fast Multipole Method (FMM), the Hybrid FEM/BEM 
method, and the Ewald summation approach. These methods will be briefly discussed 
below. In the following sub-section sections, we will focus on the direct approach and 
Hybrid FEM/BEM method. 
The direct application of FFT algorithms to speedup the calculation of (3.34) is a 
classical approach used when the element mesh is of regularly spaced structure, such 
as the commonly used cubic elements.[88] Strictly speaking, the regular mesh criterion 
is not mandatory for using this approach,[89] but caution must be taken at the domain 
boundaries where the cubic elements usually cannot conform to the arbitrary shaped 
boundaries. It was demonstrated that if the boundary approximations were not treated 
properly, the dynamics of the magnetization process captured might be erroneous.[90] 
Ewald summation technique also exploits the high efficiency of FFT algorithm to 
speed up the calculation of demagnetizing fields. This method is widely used in 
computational chemistry, specifically in molecular dynamic simulations, and was 
recently introduced in the micromagnetic simulations by Newns et al.[91] The method 
essentially splits up the demagnetizing field contributions into short- and long- range 
components, which are then solved in the real- and Fourier- spaces, respectively. With 
an appropriately defined dipole-dipole interaction kernel, both the components become 
short-range in nature in their respective solution spaces, and hence cutoff functions can 
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be used to reduce their computational costs.  
Fast multipole method[48][49][92] is one of the widely used computational techniques for 
treating problems of long-range nature. It is hierarchical-based approach derived from 
the multipole approximation theory. The efficiency of FMM comes from the effective 
usage of translation operators on the multipole and local expansions via a well-
structured hierarchical algorithm. Its primary advantage is that it can handle arbitrary 
distributions of element-meshes more appropriately, and this makes it very desirable 
for solving problems with very complicated geometric structures. Its implementation 
in micromagnetic simulations can be found in References [48] and [49]. 
Notice that the potential problem described by (3.34) is also known to satisfy the 
Poisson and Laplace equations within and outside the magnetic material. At the 
boundaries, the continuity of the potential and discontinuity of the normal potential 
gradient have to be satisfied, which leads to the so-called open boundary problems. 
Hybrid FEM/BEM method[33][50] is an effective approach to solve such problems. 
Basically, it splits up the magnetostatic potential into two components, i.e. 21 ϕϕϕ += , 
in which 1ϕ  is governed by the Poisson equation with Neumann boundary conditions, 
while 2ϕ  satisfied the Laplace equation with the Dirichlet boundary condition that is 
derived from 1ϕ  via the double layer boundary integral equation, i.e. 12 ϕϕ D= , 
where D is a dense matrix system. Both the boundary value problems can be solved 
efficiently using FEM. It should be noted that recent developments in this approach 
have seen implementations of fast algorithms, such as the tree-code[93] to speed up the 
calculations of 12 ϕϕ D= . 
Recently, an alternative fast algorithm, namely the Fast Fourier Transform on 
Multipole (FFTM) method,[94] appeared to be effective for rapid calculation of 
potential fields in electrostatic problems. This method is also based on the multipole 
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approximation theory, but unlike FMM, its high efficiency is due to the use of FFT 
algorithms to evaluate the discrete convolutions of the multipole to local expansions 
operations. 
 
3.2.4.1 Direct Approach Method 
The direct calculation of the integral equation in (3.34) is described as follows. 
Consider the potential contribution from only one element, the integral in (3.34) can be 
written with intrinsic coordinate as: 



























where ( )321 ,, ξξξ= , ( )ξJ  is the Jacobian of transformation that maps a general 
linear tetrahedral element in its global coordinates onto an unit tetrahedral in the local 
coordinates, as depicted in Fig. 3.3. Both the magnetization and element geometry are 
represented locally as: 










iiN rr        (3.36) 













        (3.37) 
   3214 1 ξξξ −−−=N  
Suppose the potential evaluation point r does not falls within the element, i.e. rr ′∉ , 
then Equation (3.35) can be evaluated numerically with high accuracy cubature 
schemes.[95] However, when r coincides with one of the element nodes, say 1rr ′= , the 
integral becomes singular. This weak singularity can be treated effectively with the 
following coordinates transformation: 
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                                      11 ηξ =   
( ) 212 1 ηηξ −=        (3.38) 
                                      ( ) 313 1 ηηξ −=  
which essentially transforms the unit tetrahedral element to an unit triangular prism, as 
shown in Fig. 3.4. The Jacobian of transformation in this case is given 
by ( ) ( )211 η−=→ J , which cancels out the singularity due to the kernel.  
Substituting these results into (3.34) gives: 
( )( ) ( )( )














rMr   
−
′=
    (3.39) 
where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 3322 ηη rrrrrrD 4414 ′−′−′−′−′−′=  is a non-singular function. The 
resulting non-singular integral can then be evaluated accurately with the triangular 
cubature schemes[95] used for the 32 ηη −  plane and the Gaussian quadrature scheme[96] 
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Fig. 3.4. Coordinates transformation to de-singularize the integral kernel 
 
A new algorithm, Fast Fourier Transform on Multipoles (FFTM) is proposed to speed 
up the demagnetizing field calculation in our micromagnetic model, as described in 
Chapter 4 in detail. The method divides the problem domain into many smaller cells, 
and then groups the magnetic elements accordingly. It aims to identify the “near” and 
“distant” elements, where the “near” element contributions have to be computed 
exactly by using the direct approach method described above, while the “distant” ones 
are accounted for via multipole approximations which will be presented in next chapter. 
 
3.2.4.2 Hybrid FEM/BEM Method 
The combination of finite element method and boundary element method (Hybrid 
FEM/BEM) provides a promising approach to calculate the demagnetizing field.[33][50] 
The FEM problem with boundary condition at infinity can be mapped onto an 
equivalent BEM problem with boundary conditions on Γ  such that the finite element 
formulations outside Ω  are no needed.[97]  
For continuous materials, the Maxwell equations hold true in electromagnetics, as well 
as in micromagnetics. Due to absence of the electric field E  and currents J , the 
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0=×∇ demH         (3.40) 
0=⋅∇ B          (3.41) 
Thus, demH  is an irrotational vector field. Suppose we denote the magnetic 
induction as 
   MHB pi4+= dem        (3.42) 
It follows that Equation (3.41) becomes  
0)4( =+⋅∇ MH pidem       (3.43) 
The demagnetizing field can be derived from a scalar potential, 
    )(rH ϕ−∇=dem           (3.44) 
Substitution of Equation (3.44) into Equation (3.43) gives 
 )()(2 rr mf=∇ ϕ        (3.45) 
where )(4)( rMr ⋅∇= pimf    
In the FEM/BEM approach, Fredkin and Koehler[33][50] suggested that the scalar 
magnetic potential is split into two parts )()()( 21 rrr ϕϕϕ += . The first part )(1 rϕ  is 
defined as being zero outside magnetic bodies 0)(
,1 =routϕ  and obeys the Poisson 
equation 
   )()(
,1 rr min f=∆ϕ         (3.46)  
inside the magnetic bodies with Neumann boundary conditions:  




         (3.47) 
where n  is the normal to the surface, and Mn ⋅= pi4mg . 
The second part )(2 rϕ  must satisfy the Laplace equation 
 0)(2 =∆ rϕ           (3.48) 
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in the whole space and exhibits a jump on the magnetic surface with  







 and 0)(2 →rϕ  for ∞→|| r  (3.49) 
With known )(1 rϕ , we can calculate )(2 rϕ  directly using the boundary integral 
















ϕ .      (3.50) 
It is desirable to calculate the potential )(2 rϕ  on the surface of the magnetic bodies 
instead of everywhere, and then solve the Laplace Equation (3.48) with the values as 
given by Dirichelet boundary conditions. 





















Sd , for Γ∈→ 'rr   (3.51) 
where )(rS  is the solid angle subtended at the surface of the magnet at point r , and 




The potentials )(1 rϕ  and )(2 rϕ  can be approximated on ns nodes of the surface 
mesh by a linear combination of the local basis functions )(riψ . After discretization, 




j D 12 ϕϕ =          (3.52) 
with the boundary matrix D  being a dense matrix with a size of ss nn ×  elements, 
where sn  is the number of nodes on the boundary surface Γ .  
After the calculation of the potential )(rϕ by superposing )(1 rϕ  and )(2 rϕ , the 
demagnetizing field can be obtained by Equation (3.44) 
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)(rH ϕ−∇=dem . 
 
The Galerkin Method 
The weighted residual approach is used to derive the element matrix equations.[97] The 
principle of this approach is to force the error between the real and the approximate 
solution to approach zero. The weighted residual method is based on the operator 
equation directly. Based on the choice of different weighting functions, basic functions 
and discretization approaches, different weighted residual methods are formulated. The 
Galerkin method is one of a family of weighted residual methods for which the 
weighting functions are the same as the shape functions.[97] 
Consider the boundary value problem specified by  
Ω∈= ),,(; zyxfLφ       (3.53) 
where L  is a differential operator on φ  and ( , , )f f x y z= is a function of the 
position withφ  subject to suitable conditions at the boundary of the region Γ . In 
general, an approximation will not satisfy (3.53) exactly. The distance between the 
approximate solution φ  and the exact solution 0φ is formally defined as the residual 
( )r φ  associated with the approximation solution φ . 
( )r L fφ φ= −          (3.54) 
Naturally, for the exact solution we have 0)( 00 =−= fLr φφ  
To minimize the residual we have the orthogonal-projection or L2-projection[99] onto 
our chosen set of shape functions iψ     
 =R i dVr ;0)( ψφ     ni ,...,1=       (3.55) 
Then, assuming a solution of the Equation (3.54), it follows that  
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( ) 0iR L f dVφ ψ− =        (3.56) 
          ( ) i iR RL dV f dVφ ψ ψ=        
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)( ψψψ  
where n is the total number of nodes in the entire domain. 
This gives a system of n linear algebraic equations for the n unknown parameters jc . 
The solution of the above equation gives the minimum residual for a given set of shape 
functions 1ψ ,…, nψ  satisfying the necessary boundary conditions. The problem of 
integrating the operator L  has thus been reduced to the problem of solving a system 
of linear algebraic equations.  
After introducing the finite element approximation for the field with nodal parameters 
and element basis functions, the next step is to integrate over the elements to calculate 
the element stiffness matrices and the right hand side (RHS) vectors. 
According to the Galerkin’s method, substituting an approximation ϕ
∧
 for ϕ  into the 
Poisson’s Equation (3.46), the residual R  is  
2 ( ) mR r fϕ
∧
= ∇ −         (3.57) 
If multiply it with the weighting function ( )i rψ  that is the same as the element shape 
function, and integrate over the solution domain, we get  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i m ir r dV f r r dVϕ ψ ψ
∧
Ω Ω
∆ ⋅ = ⋅      (3.58) 
We can use the method of integration-by-parts to get rid of Laplacian operator( ∆ ). 
Using Green’s function,[99] we have  
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2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i iSr r dV r r dV r r dSψ ϕ ψ ϕ ψ ϕ
∧ ∧ ∧
Ω Ω
⋅∇ = − ∇ ⋅∇ + ∇    (3.59) 
Therefore,  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
S
i m i m ir r dV g r dS f r r dVϕ ψ ψ ψ
∧
Ω Γ Ω
− ∇ ∇ + =        (3.60) 
where S denotes the surface normal on the boundary Γ . If the shape functions ( )i rψ  
are chosen to satisfy the homogenous Dirichlet boundary conditions so that the 
boundary integral in (3.60) vanishes, then, we have  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i m ir r dV f r r dVϕ ψ ψ
∧
Ω Ω
− ∇ ∇ =       (3.61) 
Now we incorporate the (possibly inhomogeneous) Dirichlet boundary conditions 
( Dϕ ϕ=  on Γ ) in the above equation and substitute the homogeneous solution 
( Dv ϕ ϕ= − , 0=v  on Γ ) to acquire finally the weak formulation of the Poisson 
problem 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
S
i m i m i D iv r r dV f r r dV g r r dS r r dVψ ψ ψ ϕ ψΩ Ω Γ Ω∇ ∇ = − + − ∇ ∇     
(3.62) 
The integration may then be performed separately over each element and we now 






v r v ψ
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= , then we obtain 
1 1




j j i m i m i D j i
j j
v r r dV f r r dV g r r dS r r dVψ ψ ψ ψ ϕ ψ ψ
Ω Ω Γ Ω
= =
∇ ∇ = − + − ∇ ∇    
(3.63) 
which can be rewritten as  
1 1




j j i m i m i D j i
j j
v r r dV f r r dV g r r dS r r dVψ ψ ψ ψ ϕ ψ ψ
Ω Ω Γ Ω
= =
∇ ∇ = − + − ∇ ∇    
(3.64) 
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Finally, it can be simplified to a system of linear equations 
e eA v b=          (3.65) 
where the element stiffness matrix is given by 
( ) ( )eij j iA r r dVψ ψΩ= ∇ ∇        (3.66) 
and element force RHS vector is given by 
1





i m i m i D j i
j
b f r r dV g r r dS r r dVψ ψ ϕ ψ ψ
Ω Γ Ω
=
= − + − ∇ ∇        (3.67) 
The solution over the entire domain of Ω  is then obtained by accumulating these 
equations over all elements Ne to form the global matrix equation 
bA =v          (3.68) 
Here, the global stiffness matrix A  is a sparsely populated matrix. ijA  is only non-
zero if nodes i  and j  are connected in the finite element mesh. Also matrix A  is a 
symmetric and positive definite matrix. The stiffness between nodes i and j  is the 
same as the stiffness between nodes j and i , therefore ij jiA A= . 
It is noted that in case of Hybrid FEM/BEM method, the term ϕ  in the above 
equations is 1ϕ , therefore the approximation ϕ
∧
 in above equations is 
∧
1ϕ .  
After enforcing the appropriate boundary conditions and re-assembling the element 
matrix equations, the next step is to solve the set of simultaneous system equations. 
 
3.2.5 Solution of Dynamic Equation 
The dynamic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, that is an initial value ordinary 
differential equation (ODEs), has been introduced and applied to model the 
magnetization dynamics in Chapter 2. It can be written as in a general form: 
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=         (3.69) 
subject to the initial condition 0 0( )y t y= . 
V. Tsiantos[100] and D. Suess[24][101] systematically studied the comparison about using 
different numerical methods to solve ODEs of the form of Equation (3.69). A detailed 
discussion is presented in D. Suess’s thesis on the relative performance of the Adams 
method,[102] the backward differentiation formula (BDF) method and the BDF method 
with preconditioning. The performance varies depending on the microstructure, 
material properties, and the finite element mesh. After a large number of intensive 
investigations, M. Stehno[103] and his group members, concluded that the BDF method 
with preconditioning proved to be most efficient in terms of computational speed and 
storage, and the Krylov subspace method[100] can enhance computational speed for 
each Newton-step. Additionally, he also recommended two simulation packages, 
commercial FE package DIFFPACK[104] and a freeware ordinary differential equation 
(ODE) solver CVODE[105][106], a solver for stiff and non-stiff initial value problems for 
system of ODEs. In the research presented here, CVODE for solving the LLG equation 
has been used. 
The backward differentiation formula (BDF) methods make use of past values of y to 









0 ),(βα                          (3.70) 
where the N-vector ny  is the computed approximation to ( )ny t , 1n n nh h t t −= = −  is 
the stepsize. The coefficients iα  and 0β are uniquely dependent on the particular 
integration formula, the history of the stepsize, and the method is implicit when 0 0β ≠ , 
and explicit otherwise.  
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Denote ( , )n nf t y  with 
•
ny  and insert it in Equation (3.70), an implicit nonlinear 
equation is given by 









inninin yhya βα                          (3.72) 
which must be solved for ny  at each time step. 
Equation (3.71) can be successively solved by adding corrections y∆  to the solution 
vector.  





yG A                        (3.73) 




=J  (3.74) is the Jacobian of the 
system. 
CVODE provides two ways to solve the above equation. The direct methods are to be 
used for dense, triangular, or banded matrices. The Krylov subspace method and the 
Scaled preconditioned GMRES algorithm (SPGMR)[107] are the method for large and 
dense matrices A, which are used in our model. 
In D. Suess’s work,[24] he investigated the efficiency of using different time integration 
schemes to simulate the soft magnetic thin film with a granular media structure. The 
comparison showed the BDF methods with preconditioning reduces the computational 
time and the overall speed up is three orders of magnitude as compared to Adams 
method. Additionally, the accuracy is higher with preconditioning. Similar to above, 
the Jacobian matrix obtained from the second derivatives of the exchange energy and 
anisotropy energy terms is built as a preconditioner to speed up the solution in our 
model. To speed up the calculation of demagnetizing field, a fast algorithm, Fast 
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Fourier Transform on Multipoles (FFTM) method, will be introduced and is used in the 
framework of our computational micromagnetic model. 
 
3.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a detailed description for the solution of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert 
equation with the finite element method is presented. The discussion about several 
techniques for speeding up the calculation of demagnetizing field is given. The 
implementation of Hybrid FEM/BEM method is described in detail with the Garlekin’s 
method that is applied to give the weak form of the governing partial differential 
equations. However, the conventional boundary element method requires storage of a 
dense matrix. To overcome the limits of storage requirement due to the boundary 
matrix, unsatisfactory speed, and increased errors due to the solid angle calculation for 
large aspect ratio structures, a new algorithm, Fast Fourier Transform on Multipoles 
(FFTM) method is introduced in the next chapter. The method is shown to be useful 
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4 A New Fast Algorithm for Rapid 
Calculation of Demagnetizing Field 
 
4.1 Introduction  
Finite element micromagnetics can be a highly accurate tool to analyze the magnetic 
behaviors. It can be used to investigate multi-domain phenomenon in nano-devices and 
determine the magnetic recording media properties, such as reversal modes, switching 
time and switching field especially when the grain size and the number of grains per 
bit are approaching physical limits. However, the demand for extensive computation 
has been in general the bottleneck. In this chapter, a new Fast Fourier Transform on 
Multipoles method (FFTM) is proposed for acceleration of demagnetizing field 
computations in micromagnetics. The implementation of the algorithm and error 
analyses are presented to show its effectiveness in rapidly evaluating the 
demagnetizing field in 3-D finite element micromagnetic models. It is expected that 
the finite element micromagnetic model can be used to deal with practical physical 
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problems with satisfactory speed and memory requirements. 
 
4.2 Fast Fourier Transform on Multipoles Method 
(FFTM) 
Different from Hybrid FEM/BEM method, which uses Glarkin method for the 
descretization of weak formulation of the Poisson equation, the Fast Fourier Transform 
on Multipole method in conjunction with finite element or integration methods only 
requires a given magnetization distribution and uses Green’s function to evaluate the 
potential value at each node. This method divides the entire problem domain into many 
“near” and “distant” elements. For the “near” element contributions have to be 
computed exactly by using the direct approach method described in Section 3.2.4.1, 
while the “distant” ones are accounted for via multipole approximations which will be 
presented in the next section. 
 
4.2.1 Multipole Approximation Theory 
Consider a set of Ne magnetic elements, which are clustered about point O and 
bounded within a sphere Sa of radius a.  Consider a potential evaluation point x that is 
close to the point O′  and bounded within a sphere Sb of radius b. 
Now, suppose the relative distance between O and O′  is significantly larger than (a + 
b), then the potential at x in Sb due to the magnetic elements in Sa can be approximated 
by the following multipole expansion: 
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ϕ   (4.1) 
where the local expansion coefficients kjL  in (4.1), which is essentially the potential 
















−′−=′    (4.2) 
and the multipole moments mnM  in (4.2), which is the equivalent magnetic strengths 
of the set of magnetic elements in Sa, is defined as: 










  (4.3) 
Here, the parameter p in (4.1) and (4.2) is the order at which the expansion series is 
truncated, 1−=i , ∇ is the spatial derivative operator, and 
  













x  , and   (4.4) 








x            (4.5) 
where ( )φθ ,,r=x , and ( )θcosmnP  is the associated Legendre function of degree n 
and order m. Recurrence formulas for ( )xmnR , ( )xmnS  and ( )xmnR∇  can be derived 
from those of the associated Legendre functions,[108] and are presented in the Appendix. 
It is worth to note that the accuracy of the multipole approximation is determined by: (i) 
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4.2.2 FFTM Algorithm Implementation 
 
 
Fig. 4.1. 2-D representation of FFTM algorithm. (a) spatial discretization. (b) conversion of 
magnetization into multipole moments. (c) computing local expansion coefficients via FFT. and (d) 
computing demagnetizing potential with local expansion coefficients plus “near” magnetization effects 
 
Basically, the FFTM algorithm comprises of the following four steps: 
1) Discretizing the spatial domain into many smaller cells. 
2) Converting the cluster of the distributed charges within each cell to multipole 
moments. 
3) Evaluating the local expansion coefficients at cell center due to the multipole 
moments, which is treated as evaluating a series of discrete convolutions that 
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are accelerated by FFT algorithms. 
4) Computing the potentials at the charge particle locations using the local 
expansions, which only account for the “distant” charge contributions. The 
potential contributions from the near “charges” are added directly to the charge 
particle locations.  
This process is summarized as depicted in Fig. 4.1. The following sections elaborate 
on each of the steps. 
1) Spatial Discretization: Given the element mesh of the magnetic material (granular 
media), this step divides the problem domain into many smaller cells, and then groups 
the magnetic elements accordingly. It aims to identify the “near” and “distant” 
elements, where the “near” element contributions have to be computed exactly using 
(3.34), while the “distant” ones are accounted for via multipole approximations. By 
definition, the “near” cells of a given cell X include those whose centriods fall within 
the spherical bounds defined with respect to that given cell, i.e. aRYX  < RB, where 
YXR  is the relative distance between the cells Y and X, a is the dimension of the cell, 
and RB is a user defined parameter, See Fig. 4.1 (a). In general, a large RB value would 
give better accuracy since more of the magnetization effects are accounted for exactly, 
but only at the expense of higher computational costs. Now, all the elements within 
this set of “near” cells are considered “near” elements to the nodes inside cell X. 
 
2) Conversion of elements magnetization into equivalent set of multipole moments: 
This is done using (4.3) in which, after the operation, the original continuous problem 
transforms into one that contains only point sources falling on a regular grid, as 
depicted in Fig. 4.1 (b). 
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3) Computing of local expansions coefficients at all the cells centriods: First, it is 
observed that the set of points at which the local expansion coefficients have to be 
determined coincide with the locations of the multipole moments, which fall on a 
regularly spaced grid. Hence, this means that (4.2) can be expressed as a series of 3-D 
































= = = =−=
       (4.6) 
where ( ) km njjmkmkkmnj SiT −+−−− −= 1,, , and ( )zyx ,,  corresponds to the discrete locations 
of the cell centers, with Nx, Ny, Nz denoting the number of cells in the x, y, z directions, 
respectively. The evaluation of (4.6) can be done rapidly with the FFT algorithms[109] 
due to the discrete convolution theorem.[110] Note that the effects of the “near” 
elements are eliminated from this convolution calculations by setting ( ) 0,,,
,
=zyxT kmnj  
for BRzyx <++
222
. In other words, the local expansion coefficients calculated at 
all the cells centriods are due to the effects from the “distant” elements only. 
Note that there are some implementation techniques that are essential to the efficient 
calculations of the discrete convolutions, such as: (i) the “zero-padding” of the 
computational domain in order to eliminate data corruptions; (ii) exploiting the 
symmetry properties of the ( )xmnS  to reduce the memory storage requirement; and (iii) 
truncating the influence regions of the higher multipole moments to reduce the 
computational time.  
 
4) Evaluation of magnetic potentials at nodal points: By substituting the local 
expansion coefficients kjL  computed from the previous step into (4.1), we can obtain 
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the potentials at all the nodal point, shown by crossed marks in Fig. 4.1 (d), but that 
only accounts for the “distant” elements. The “near” elements potential contributions 
are then added onto directly using the “exact” formula in (3.34). Note that (3.34) 
becomes singular when x falls onto one of the nodes of the integrating element Ωe. 
Such weakly singular integral, for the linear tetrahedral element, can be treated 
effectively with the transformation technique as described before in the introduction of 
Direct Integral Method. 
It is worth to note that the FMM and FFTM algorithms only differ in the ways the 
“distant” charge contributions are computed. This point can be illustrated using the 2-
D case, as in Fig. 4.2. 
 
Fig. 4.2 Multipole moments representations for: (a) FFTM and (b) FMM 
 
In FMM, the multipole to local expansions conversion is performed in a hierarchical 
manner. This process results in multipole cells of different sizes interacting at different 
levels, as depicted in Fig. 4.2 (b). FFTM performs the same task efficiently by casting 
it as a series of discrete convolutions that are evaluated rapidly with FFT algorithms. 
In terms of accuracy, FFTM is identical to evaluating all the cell interactions directly 
(a) (b) 
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via Equation (4.2) at the finest level. This means that FFTM accuracy is obviously 
better than FMM for a given expansion order p. However, as the two algorithms scale 
differently with p, FFTM is not necessarily more efficient than FMM.[94] 
 
4.3 Performance and Error Analysis 
In this section, some examples are used to study the performance of the FFTM 
approach, in terms of its accuracy and efficiency. Two examples are considered here, 
namely: (1) permalloy nanowire; (2) perpendicular recording media. The comparisons 
of their performances[111][112] with the direct approach (via Equation (3.34)) and the 
Hybrid FEM/BEM method are studied. Here, we consider two FFTM schemes, namely 
with p = 4 and p = 6, and and 7=BR  for each of the schemes. The numerical tests 
were solved on a Pentium IV, 3.2GHz machine with 2 Gbytes of Ram. 
 
4.3.1 Permalloy Nanowire Simulation 
In recent years, the ferromagnetic metal nanowires are studied intensively due to their 
possible use in high-density magnetic recording.  Theoretical explanation and 
modeling were done by several groups.[113]-[116] Studies on nanowires of different 
physical aspects have been conducted for zigzag ferromagnetic wires,[114]  bent 
ferromagnetic wires,[115] and individual straight nanowires.[116] In micromagnetic 
modeling, the calculation of demagnetizing field is the most computational intensive 
part of the simulation. Here, we have employed a Fast Fourier Transform on 
Multipoles (FFTM) method to speed up the calculation. 
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1) Efficiency Analysis  
The studied object is an individual Nickel nanowires fabricated by 
electrochemical deposition in the pores of alumina filtration and polycarbonate 
membranes. Commercially available porous alumina (Whatman) and polycarbonate 
membranes were used as templates to generate high density and ordered Ni nanowires 
with high aspect ratio by electrodeposition. Firstly, one surface of the membranes was 
coated with a 100 nm thick Cu or Au film by e-beam evaporation used as the cathode 
during electroplating. To get better quality nanowires, alternate current were used 
during electrodeposition. A typical electroplating circle for alumina templates consists 
positive current (0.8A, 20s) and negative current (-0.2A, 5s) separated by graduate 
scanning between them (10s). Lower current density need to be used for thinner 
template channels. The lengths of nanowires can be controlled by varying the 
deposition time and limited by the thickness of membranes (50µm for alumina and 
6µm for polycarbonate). And the measured diameters are around 200nm and 30nm 
respectively. FIB was used to make constrictions. The constrictions were further 
reduced by oxidation and chemical etching. In simulation studies, a cylinder nanowire 
with a length of 1 m is modeled. The schematic structure is shown in Fig. 4.3. It is 
assumed that the wire consists consistently of amorphous Nickel. Hence, the 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy is neglected. The saturation magnetization is about Ms = 
415 emu/cm3, and the exchange constant A = 1.05×10-6 erg/cm. The damping constant 
01.0=α  is used here and the convergence criterion for the stable magnetization state 
is set to be 510−<dtdm . 
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Fig. 4.3 SEM images of (a) single and (b) triple constriction formed on 200nm nanowires, and single 
constriction formed on 30nm nanowire (c); (b) simulation structure schematic diagram 
 
These different nanowires for the computational examples are discretized with linear 
tetrahedral finite elements, and the problems sizes generated range from 3435 to 20995 
(number of vertices).  In this set of analyses, we want to determine: (i) the CPU times 
required to form the various matrices as required by the different methods (setup time), 
which is very helpful for a large scale 3-D micromagnetic simulation with adaptive 
mesh refinement strategy, (ii) the CPU times required to evaluate one round of 
demagnetizing field calculation for a given magnetization M, and (iii) their 
approximated memory storage requirements.  These complexities plots are given in 
Fig. 4.4.  Note that for the direct approach, the CPU times for the last two data points 
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were estimated by extrapolations because their memory storage requirements have 
exceeded our machine limit of 2 Gbytes 
 
Fig. 4.4 Complexity plots of direct, Hybrid FEM/BEM and FFTM for (i) setup CPU time (dashed-lines); 
(ii) CPU times per demagnetizing field calculations (dotted-lines); (iii) memory storage requirements 
(solid lines) 
 
From Fig. 4.4, it is obvious that both the FFTM and Hybrid FEM/BEM approaches are 
significantly more efficient than the direct approach. However, in terms of the CPU 
times for one demagnetizing field calculation, the Hybrid FEM/BEM method is 
observed to be very inefficient. In general, it is one order of magnitude slower than the 
FFTM schemes. Even more surprisingly, the method is also noted to be slower than the 
direct approach for these sets of test problems. The main reason for its inefficiency is 
because of the very slow convergence rate of the iterative solution process when 
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solving the Poisson equation with FEM. For this set of problems, it was noted that the 
iterative solver took about 1000 (small problems) to 1800 (large problems) iterations to 
converge to a tolerance of 1.0E-5. Hence, this poor convergence behavior makes the 
Hybrid FEM/BEM less desirable for micromagnetic simulations, since one usually has 
to perform the demagnetizing field calculations several thousand times. It is worth to 
note that improvements can be achieved with suitable preconditioning techniques,[90] 
and also by providing good initial guesses for the iterative solver, such as the solution 
from the previous time-step. However, the following error analysis might again 
suggest that the FFTM method is a more favorable approach. 
 
2) Accuracy Analysis  
Now, it would be useless if FFTM cannot satisfy the accuracy requirement, despite its 
excellent computational efficiency.  Hence, we gauged the accuracies of the FFTM 
schemes and the Hybrid FEM/BEM method with respect to the direct method, using 
the following error norm:  
















2 ϕϕϕ      (4.7) 
where the summations are taken over the entire N vertices, diriϕ denotes the solutions 
from the direct method, and approxϕ  denotes the solution from either the FFTM 
schemes or the Hybrid FEM/BEM method.  
Only three cases are studied here, where the numeric in their names denotes the lengths 
and the diameters of the nanowires. The results are tabulated in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 L2 norm errors of FFTM and Hybrid FEM/BEM methods (nanowire) 
Examples  Hybrid FEM/BEM FFTM p=6 FFTM p=4 
L1000D30 3.23E-02 7.11E-05 7.93E-04 
L1500D30 1.09E-01 7.22E-05 9.89E-04 
L2000D30 2.14E-01 9.53E-05 1.21E-03 
 
It is noted that the FFTM approach has significantly better accuracy than the Hybrid 
FEM/BEM method. One possible reason is because of the linear field assumption 
when discretizing the problem domain with tetrahedral elements. This kind of error can 
only be reduced by using more elements or higher order elements. In either case, the 
computational costs would increase. Another possible error may be due to the formulas 
used to compute the dense boundary element matrix,[89] which seems to suffer 
significant loss of accuracy when the aspect ratio of the nanowires increases. To 
support this hypothesis, we tested on another example L100D30 (length = 100 nm and 
diameter = 30 nm), and the L2 norm error for this case is only 4.11E-03. 
Fig. 4.5 illustrates the comparison of M-H Loop for 30nm nanowire with no-
constriction and with constriction. The system was saturated starting from an initial 
magnetization parallel to the long axis (Mx = 1). The external field is decreased in steps 
of 5 KA/m varied linearly from 180 to -200KA/m, the applied field is parallel to the 
easy axis with 2 degrees deviation. The simulation result shows that the switching field 
increases slightly with existence of constriction. It can also be observed that the 
switching field increases a little with constriction for 200nm nanowire, in accordance 
with experimental results.[117]  
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Fig. 4.5 M-H Loop under no constriction and constriction case 
 
4.3.2 Perpendicular Recording Media Simulation 
 
Fig. 4.6 Typical patterned granular media (without element mesh) 
 
1) Efficiency Analysis  
We also tested the FFTM approach on perpendicular recording media and compared its 
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performance with the direct approach (via Equation (3.34)) and the Hybrid FEM/BEM 
method. 
The test examples used are patterned granular media, as typically shown in Fig. 4.6, 
with different dimensions and number of grains, ranging from 50 to 400. They were 
discretized with tetrahedral elements, and the problems size ranges from 2189 to 17409 
nodes with an average of 48 nodes and 130 elements per grain. 
Similar to the case studies of nanowires, a set of analyses are performed to compare 
the performances: (i) the CPU times required to form the various matrices as required 
by the different methods (setup time); (ii) the CPU times required to evaluate one 
round of demagnetizing field calculation for a given magnetization M; and (iii) their 
approximated memory storage requirements. These complexities plots are given in Fig. 
4.7. Note that the last three data points for the direct approach were estimated by 
extrapolations because their memory storage requirements have exceeded our machine 
limit of 2 Gbytes. It is observed from the figure that the FFTM is significantly more 
efficient than the direct and Hybrid FEM/BEM methods in terms of the setup times 
and memory storages. It is noted that FFTM is significantly more efficient than the 
direct method, especially in terms of the setup times and memory storage requirements. 
As for the CPU time per demagnetizing field calculation, the 6th-order FFTM scheme 
is only more efficient than the direct method when the problem size is larger than four 
thousands (break-even size). However, the more important observation here is that 
FFTM has only approximately linear complexity growths for these three quantities, 
whereas the direct approach shows quadratic growths. This means that the time and 
memory storages savings are even more significant for larger problems, which is 
essentially the purpose of devising this fast algorithm. 
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In general, FFTM can be more than one order of magnitude better than the other two 
approaches. However, for the CPU times per demagnetizing field calculation, the 
Hybrid FEM/BEM method is noted to be more efficient than the FFTM approaches for 
the smaller problems. Nevertheless, the linear complexity growths of the FFTM 
approach makes it more superior than the Hybrid FEM/BEM for solving large scale 
problems, which is essentially the objective of employing fast solver in 
micromagnetics simulations. To be more specific, a realistic media pattern can give 
rise to a problem size of well above 40000. Based on the extrapolated results of the 
FFTM and Hybrid FEM/BEM curves in Fig. 4.7, FFTM would take about 0.9 (p = 4) 
and 3.0 (p = 6) seconds to complete one demagnetizing field calculation, while the 
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Fig. 4.7 Complexity plot for: (a) CPU times for setup (solid lines), and for one demagnetizing field 
calculations (dashed lines); (b) memory storage requirements 
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2) Accuracy Analysis  
In general, fast algorithms can achieve better computational efficiency by making 
some approximations, which means that it is expected to incur some losses in accuracy. 
In this analysis, we aim to demonstrate that for FFTM, its gain in efficiency is not 
being severely compromised by the loss in accuracy. Here, the following L2 norm error 
is taken as the accuracy measurement: 






Error ϕ ϕ ϕ
= =
= −     (4.8) 
where diriϕ denotes the solutions of the direct method, and approxiϕ  is either by the 
Hybrid FEM/BEM or the FFTM schemes. Note also that the summation is taken over 
the entire N nodes. The results are tabulated in Table 4.2 for the three small examples. 
And it is shown that both the FFTM schemes can achieve better than 3-digits accuracy, 
which is often sufficient for engineering applications and the FFTM schemes are 
shown to achieve better than 1.0 % error for the three examples. It is also observed that 
FFTM is more accurate than the Hybrid FEM/BEM method. 
 
Table 4.2 L2 norm errors of Hybrid FE/BEM and FFTM methods (recording media) 
Example (nodes) Hybrid FEM/BEM FFTM p=4 FFTM p=6 
Media 1 (2189) 2.68E-03 3.19E-04 3.60E-05 
Media 2 (4516) 1.97E-03 6.15E-04 2.68E-04 
Media 3 (7194) 1.70E-03 4.64E-04 1.64E-04 
 
The magnetization switching process of the magnetic recording media for 
perpendicular recording systems with a density of 400Gbit/in2 is simulated using this 
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micromagnetic modeling technique (FFTM, p = 4) and a 3-D Hybrid FEM/BEM 
method micromagnetic model,[118] respectively. In the model, the direction of the 
medium anisotropy is assumed to be perpendicular to the media plane with 3 degree 
deviation and the anisotropy constant Ku = 7.4x106 erg/cm3. The saturation 
magnetization Ms is taken to be 750 emu/cc, and the innergranular exchange parameter 
A = 1.0x10-6 ergs/cm. The intergranular exchange coupling He is assumed to the zero. 
In the simulation, the average grain size is 5.5 nm and the grain boundary thickness is 
1.0 nm. The convergence criterion for the stable magnetization state is set to be 
510 −<dtdm . The simulation process is terminated when the minimal switching state 
is attained, which is defined as the time when the average magnetization component in 
the direction of the external field reaches 95% Ms. Due to the computational time 
constraint on the Hybrid FEM/BEM solver, we consider a relatively small problem 
here, with only 7194 nodes and 14281 elements. 
Fig. 4.8 gives the time evolution of the magnetization during switching (thick lines) 
and the CPU time comparisons (thin lines) for numerical simulations using the FFTM 
and Hybrid FEM/BEM method under a tilted field of Happ = -Hk at 40 degrees. The 
Gilbert damping constant α is 0.02 in this case.  
First, it is noted that the two methods obtained almost identical solutions, i.e. the three 
thick lines in Fig. 4.8 (a), (b) and (c) would coincide if they were to be plotted on the 
same graph. This reassures that FFTM is an accurate method, at least as accurate as the 
Hybrid FEM/BEM approach. However, their computational times are clearly different, 
especially for FFTM (p = 4). In overall, the time taken for the Hybrid FEM/BEM to 
reach the minimal switching state, about 34.47h is more than three times longer than 
that required by FFTM (p = 4) with 11.33h. Referring to the figures and Table 4.2, it 
can be seen that the Hybrid FEM/BEM method and FFTM (p = 6) have comparable 
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computational times, whereas FFTM (p = 6) yields significantly better accuracy. 
However, we would like to highlight the fact that FFTM (p = 4) scheme is already able 
to attain similar accuracy as the Hybrid FEM/BEM method. Hence, it is clearly shown 
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Fig. 4.8 Time evolution of magnetization during switching of perpendicular recording media for 
numerical simulation using: (a) Hybrid FEM/BEM method; (b) FFTM with p = 4; and (c) FFTM with p 
= 6 
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Fig. 4.9 shows the micromagnetic modeling results of the magnetization distribution in 
the recording media layer after a string of writing actions with idealized write field. 
The finite element discretization of the recording media consists of 40962 nodes and 
86277 elements. For such relatively large-scale problem, the memory requirement for 
simulations is only 764Mb for FFTM (p = 4), and 1.1Gb for FFTM (p = 6), 
respectively. It is very clear that FFTM method can significantly reduce the memory 
requirement compared with that for building the boundary matrix in Hybrid 
FEM/BEM method.  
 
Fig. 4.9 3-D view of media layer after a string of writing actions with idealized write field 
 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a fast algorithm, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on Multipole 
(FFTM) technique is introduced for rapid calculation of demagnetizing field in 3-D 
finite element micromagnetic modeling. The above technique consists of using FFT to 
speed up the calculation of the local expansions of the scalar magnetic potential from 
the multipole expansions in the computation cell and it is particularly convenient when 
the discretization is performed over an unstructured mesh. The new approach is used to 
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study the magnetization process for perpendicular recording. It is demonstrated that 
FFTM is an accurate and efficient method providing substantial reductions in the 
computing time and memory usage. It is also shown here that the new method is more 
efficient than the Hybrid FEM/BEM method which has been used frequently for the 
micromagnetic modeling. It is expected that with this remarkable improvement in the 
computing speed, finite element micromagnetic modeling can be practically applied to 
the investigation of perpendicular magnetic recording processes. In conclusion, FFTM 
can be seen as a promising fast algorithm for solving large-scale micromagnetic 
problems. 
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5 Write Field Analysis on 
Perpendicular Recording Process 
 
5.1 Introduction 
In recent years, perpendicular recording technology, involving the utilization of a 
single pole head with double layered media, is seen to be promising for achieving very 
high-density magnetic recording. However, there are some increasingly challenging 
tasks that need to be addressed. In order to achieve high areal densities beyond 1 
Tbit/in2, the study of the head field response in terms of head field strength and head 
field gradient is needed. It is essential for providing a large head field to switch the 
recording media with high anisotropy, and a high field gradient is necessary to obtain 
short transitions. Thus, an in-depth understanding of the relationship between the write 
field performance and the design parameters is needed in the design stage. Numerical 
simulations such as the finite element method (FEM) and boundary element 
methods,[36],[81],[82] can be used to calculate write field distribution. However, the 
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computational effort is expensive. Analytical solution can provide a more convenient 
expression for the magnetic write field as it may provide a fast tool for evaluation of 
write field and an insightful view of the influence of leading design parameters.  
In the typical recording process, the Karlqvist (1954) head field[35] was frequently used. 
The approximation improved as the accuracy of the head field function of Fan (1960, 
1961)[119],[120]and Ruigrok (1990)[121] increases. Conformal mapping techniques based 
on Schwartz-Christoffel transformation was utilized in Yang’s paper.[39] However, it 
requires numerical iterative techniques to find the inverse mapping, where the 
convergence may be a problem. Analytical expression can also be obtained by a 
divide-and-conquer approach,[37],[40] in which coefficients are to be determined 
numerically. In perpendicular recording, the soft underlayer can be used to increase the 
head field strength and improve the write performance of recording systems. The 
studies of a single pole head with soft underlayer by Gao (2002)[79] with modified 
Lindholm (1984) head field[98] indicated the saturation of magnetic induction can reach 
1.7 Tesla. In the literature, a detailed overview of methodologies for designing write 
heads for perpendicular recording on continuous media at data areal density beyond 1 
Tbit/in2 was presented by S. Khizroev and D. Litvinov (2004).[122] 
In this chapter, an analytical solution is introduced in which the vector magnetic 
potential is used to describe the governing equations in various regions that include the 
soft underlayer (SUL), and the return pole. The analytical solution for the write field 
agrees well with the results obtained from FEM. Comparisons with some previous 
works are also given. The solution may also be applied to provide information on skin 
depth, and the effect of the eddy current in the soft underlayer. The solution is then 
used to conduct sensitivity analysis based on the combination of FEM and Response 
Surface Method (RSM)[123] to provide more detailed information for design purposes.  
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5.2 A New Analytical Model for Perpendicular Write 
Head 
5.2.1 Write Head Model 
An academic Seagate write head[124] is studied. Its 3-D geometry is plotted in Fig. 5.1. 
The 2-D magnetic head model is shown in Fig. 5.2 and the dimensions of this model 
are listed in Table 5.1. 
 












Fig. 5.2 Structure of 2-D magnetic head 
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Table 5.1 Dimension of 2-D head model 
Pole tip Width 0.1 µm Return Yoke Width 2 µm 
Total Head Width 4.1 µm Pole Height 0.6 µm 
Upper Yoke Height 0.4 µm Fly Height 10 nm 
Media Thickness 20 nm SUL Thickness 50 nm 
µr of Head Material 2000 µr of Media 2 
µr of SUL 2000 σ of SUL 5×106 S/m 
 
In perpendicular recording systems, the magnetic field distribution in the airgap and 
the media are of the greatest concern. The effect of soft underlayer provides the so-
called “magnetic image” effect. Besides, the vertical component of write field is the 
primary physical quantity for perpendicular recording. In the following discussion, the 
write field in the air gap, media and SUL layers, i.e. Regions II, III, and IV as shown in 



















Fig. 5.3 Division of studied region 
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The magnetic circuit of the recording system is plotted in Fig. 5.4. The winding on the 
magnetic head will create a MMF equals to I*N, where I is the current flow in the coil 
and N is the number of turns of the writer coil. This MMF will generate flux through 







          (5.1) 
It is required for the MMF source model to be able to provide the same amount of flux 
as the original model. The equivalent magnetic circuit of the MMF source model is 
shown in Fig. 5.5. The MMF source in Fig. 5.5, 1F  and 2F , are to be determined by 
1 2
2





        (5.2) 






















                         (5.3) 
As mentioned above, it is required that 1 2φ φ=  
Hence 
1 2






                            (5.4) 
To calculate the reluctance of the head accurately is usually not an easy task. For 
simplification, the head is divided into 3 parts as shown in Fig. 5.6 to calculate the 
entire reluctance. 
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Fig. 5.6 Simplification for reluctance calculation 
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Then, the total reluctance of the magnetic head is obtained from 
0 1 0 2 0
p p
head
r r r y
h h LR
DL DL Dhµ µ µ µ µ µ
= + +                (5.5) 
where, D  is the depth of the head in z  direction. 
From Equation (5.4) and Equation (5.5), we can obtain the thickness of the equivalent 
inner reluctance layer. 
1 2





h hL L Lh
L L L L hµ
= + +
+
                      (5.6) 






Fig. 5.7 MMF source circuit and flux source circuit 
 
where, mΦ is the equivalent flux source, m m mB AΦ = ⋅ , where mA  is the cross sectional 
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+ =          (5.8) 
Hence, 1mB and 2mB  can be expressed as 
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         (5.9) 
The permeability of the head yoke is usually 3000~4000 times higher than the 
permeability of the air or media. Hence, the reluctance of the pole is much smaller than 
that of the airgap and the media. Then, the error in modeling magnetic head with a flux 
source will be reasonably small such that it is negligible. Now the flux source 










Fig. 5.8 MMF source distribution (M1 = Bm1, M2 = Bm2) 
 
5.2.2 Analytical Solution of Write Field  
The whole region is divided into 4 regions: the equivalent magnet region, air region, 
media region and soft under layer region. The regions and the coordinates are shown in 
Fig. 5.3. With the above equations, the field problem can be solved. 
The magnetization may be expanded into complex Fourier series with period T. 
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= +       (5.11) 
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= , T is the Fourier expansion period. , ,n = −∞ +∞ . 





                              (5.12) 
There exists a vector potential such that 
AB ×∇=                              (5.13) 
and for soft magnetic material, 
HB µ=                                  (5.14) 
Therefore, the resulting equation using the magnetic vector potential can be expressed 
as: 
JA rµµ0)( =×∇×∇                             (5.15) 
with the following gauge holds true:  
0=⋅∇ A                                   (5.16) 
Assuming that the vector magnetic potentials in each of the regions are A1, A2, A3, A4, 
the governing equations in each of the regions are: 
Region I (Magnetic head area): 






















 and nnn CjKM = . Bm is the function shown in Fig. 5.8 
and zero in the airgap. 















                        (5.18) 
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                               (5.19) 
Region IV (SUL area): 














2 AVAA σµµ                          (5.20)  
where V is the linear velocity of the storage disk. 





AVJ σ          (5.21) 
The boundary conditions between the regions are defined as below 



















































































      (5.25) 
Assuming the magnetic potential is expressed in the complex Fourier expansion, 
Equations (5.22)~ (5.25) become 
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Substitute them into the governing equations in each layer, we get  
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where, 2n n nF K j Kλ= + , V440 σµµλ =  
The coefficients a1~b4 can be determined by applying the boundary conditions. 
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4 2 3 4 1 2( 2 ) 2 2
4 3 4(2 ( ) ) /(0.5 / )n n n nF h h h h K h K h K n na e e e M Denom Kµ µ+ − + += −   (5.34) 
b4  a4
                     (5.35) 
where, 
1 3 4( )n nW F Kµ µ= − 2 3 4( )n nW F Kµ µ= + 341 nh KD e= 4 1 42 2( )2 n nF h h h KD e + += 1 32( )3 nh h KD e +=  
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(5.37) 
We continue to compare the results of the field distribution obtained from our 
analytical solution with those obtained from numerical method (FEM) and previous 
solutions. The numerical simulation results are obtained by commercial software 
ANSYS©. The elements near the pole area are shown in Fig. 5.9 and the equi-potential 
lines are plotted in Fig. 5.10 
 
 
Fig. 5.9 Elements for the simulation (FEM) 
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Fig. 5.10 2-D flux lines 
 
The computed results obtained using FEM, the new analytical method and previous 
analytical solutions are compared in Fig. 5.11 (a), in which it can be observed that the 
analytical write field agrees well with the numerical result. The commercial software 
ANSYS used here to give the numerical result. The field distribution in SUL is plotted 
in Fig. 5.11 (b), which also shows good agreement between the analytical solution and 
the numerical simulation. The ability to predict the field distribution in the SUL allows 




Fig. 5.11 (a) Write field comparison in media (b) magnetic field comparison in SUL 
 
The analytical solutions and numerical simulations are compared in the airgap, media 
and the underlayer in Fig 5.12~Fig 5.18. 
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Fig. 5.12 Field comparison in airgap 


























Fig. 5.13 Vertical field comparison in airgap 
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Fig. 5.14 Horizontal field comparison in airgap 













































Fig. 5.15 Field comparison in media 
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Fig. 5.16 Vertical field comparison in media 





















Fig. 5.17 Horizontal field comparison in media 
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Fig. 5.18 Field comparison in SUL 
 
The above results show that the analytical solutions are in good accordance with 
numerical simulations. It can also be used to predict the eddy current in the soft 
underlayer. Furthermore, it may be useful in the design phase for the perpendicular 
recording system as will be discussed in the following section 5.3. 
Although 2-D field distribution is usually used in the recording system design, the 
track edge effect can no longer be negligible in ultra-high density perpendicular 
recording, as the fringing fields in the cross track direction tend to reverse the grains in 
the neighboring tracks.[125][126] B. Valcu and N. H Bertram[127] used an analytical 
approximation for 3-D head fields distribution in perpendicular recording to simulate 
the magnetic recording process. The analytical solution combines the Westmijze 
expression of the field at the center of the track with the spatial variations in the cross 
track direction described by the Lindholm expression. Similarly, an analytical 
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expression for the 3-D write field distribution can be obtained based on the 2-D 
analytical solution described earlier. The spatial variations in the cross track direction 










an     (5.38) 
 
Figs. 5.19 (a), (b) show the side-plane view and top plane view of the head field 
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(b) 
Fig. 5.19 Vertical component of head field calculated from 3-D modified model. (a) side-plane view; (b) 
top plane view 
 
5.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Write Field with respect to 
Design Parameters for Perpendicular Recording 
Heads 
In this section, the analytical head model described in Chapter 5.2 is used to 
investigate the dominant effect of the design parameters on the write field performance. 
Also, the sensitivity analysis based on Response Surface Methodology is carried out. 
The write field intensity, field gradient and 50% pulse width of the write field 
waveform in media layer are defined as the performance response and the effects of 
head parameters, such as the pole tip width, fly height, and SUL thickness are taken 
into account to study the performance responses. The effect of the soft underlayer on 
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the write field performance is also studied to provide guidelines for the head design. 
 
5.3.1 Effect of Soft Underlayer on Write Field Performance 
The use of a soft underlayer helps to increase the write fields, which is not possible in 
longitudinal recording systems. However, some attention should be paid to the 
selection of the thickness of the soft underlayer. Fig. 5.20 illustrates the write field 
distribution with respect to different SUL thickness.  



















 SUL 10 nm
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Fig. 5.20 Write field distribution with different SUL thickness 
 
In Fig. 5.20, it can be seen that the SUL thickness only affect the amplitude and the 
trail shape of the write field slightly. However, as shown in Fig. 5.21, the write field 
amplitude depends strongly on the soft underlayer thickness and decreases sharply 
with respect to the depth of the SUL. The result is also in good accordance with the 
Gao’s work.[43] Due to the high relative permeability, it is obvious that the soft 
underlayer has high ability of collecting flux lines which will lead to easy saturation. It 
is shown in Fig. 5.21 that the write field basically remains constant as the value of SUL 
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relative permeability increases. As the down track flux density is uniformly distributed 
along the depth of SUL as shown in Fig. 5.21, we can investigate the saturation level 
with respect to different SUL parameters. Fig. 5.21 shows also the relationship 
between the down track flux density in the SUL with respect to the thickness, and the 
relative permeability of the soft underlayer. It is noted that, when the thickness of the 
soft underlayer decreases to a low level, the down track flux density will exceed 1 
Tesla, which is the saturation value of typical SUL materials. In such case, the write 
field will not increase with the write current and the gradient of the write field will 
decrease. Though a very thick soft underlayer can be used, it will not be economically 
optimized. Nevertheless, the soft underlayer should be thick enough so as to reduce the 
effect of head medium magnetostatic interaction.[128]  









































Fig. 5.21 SUL saturation level vs. SUL thickness and relative permeability 
 
The values of write field amplitude and field gradient with respect to different SUL 
permeabilities are plotted in Fig. 5.22 and Fig. 5.23.  
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Fig. 5.22 Write field vs. SUL relative permeability 




































Fig. 5.23 Write field gradient vs. SUL relative permeability 
 
From the above figures, it is clear that the write field and gradient increase as the 
permeability of the SUL increases. However the effect will become insignificant when 
the relative permeability of the SUL is larger than 2000. The variations of the write 
field gradient with respect to the thickness of the soft underlayer are plotted in Fig. 
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5.24 and Fig. 5.25. 
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Fig. 5.24 Write field vs. SUL thickness 
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Fig. 5.25 Write field gradient vs. SUL thickness 
 
From Fig. 5.24, it can be observed that the write field amplitude also increases with the 
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thickness of SUL. This is because when the thickness of SUL increases, the reluctance 
of the SUL will decrease which will in turn increase the write field amplitude. From 
Fig. 5.25, it is also observed that the write field gradient increases with the SUL 
thickness but decreases when the SUL thickness is beyond 100nm. 





AVJ σ         (5.39) 
The eddy current density distribution is plotted in Fig. 5.26. 





























Fig. 5.26 Eddy current density distribution 
 
It is clear that the amplitude of the eddy current density is very large (of the order of 
108 A/m) in the soft underlayer. However, the power loss due to eddy current is 
extremely small such that its effect is usually is negligible in design of recording heads.  
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5.3.2 Write Field Distribution versus Design Parameters 
Based on the analytical solution presented above, the write field distribution under 
different design parameters can be conveniently studied. Here, the effects of two main 
head parameters are illustrated. These two parameters are the write pole width (PW) 
and equivalent air gap length, G which is defined as the thickness of the media over its 
relative permeability plus fly height. Fig. 5.27 shows the write field amplitude and 
gradient distribution with respect to different equivalent air gap lengths. It shows that 
when G increases, the write field amplitude as well as the write field gradient decrease. 
Fig. 5.28 shows the write field distribution with respect to different pole widths. From 
the figure, it can be observed that the write field amplitude does not vary much when 
the pole width changes. However, the write field gradient increases greatly when the 
pole width increases.  
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Fig. 5.27 Write field distribution versus G (a) write field amplitude (b) write field gradient 
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Fig. 5.28 Write field distribution versus PW (a) write field amplitude (b) write field gradient 
 
5.3.3 Effect of Write Field Distribution on Media Switching Field 
It is well known that the write efficiency during the recording process is of major 
concern for the perpendicular recording system. Based on the Stoner-Wohlfarth model, 
the switching field varies depending on the angle  between the write field and the 
direction of the easy axis for single domain particles. Here, we use the proposed 
analytical head model to investigate the effect of the head write field distribution on 
the medium switching field, mapping the medium switching field angular dependence 
into the write field. 
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Fig. 5.29 (a) Basic model geometry structure. (b) schematic diagram of head field distribution calculated 
from analytical head model: longitudinal (Hy) and perpendicular (Hz) field components at media center 
 
Fig. 5.29 (a) shows the head geometry structure and field distribution. In Fig. 5.29 (b), 
the longitudinal (Hy) and perpendicular (Hz) components along the recording direction 
at the media center are plotted. The following recording head parameters are used in 
the simulation: the write pole thickness = 50nm, thickness of media layer = 14nm, 
thickness of the soft underlayer = 50nm, return yolk width = 250nm, distance between 
write pole and return yolk = 300nm, magnetic spacing = 7nm. The inset of Fig. 5.29 (b) 
shows schematically the angle  between the tilted field and normal to the in-plane 
direction. Here, the tilted field angle  varies only on the YZ plane. Fig. 5.30 (a) shows 
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the distribution of the write field vector in the media center as against the medium 
switching field plotted in dotted curves. The figure indicates the amount of the write 
field vectors under single pole that exceeds the medium switching field. The diagram 
also shows that the angle is quite small for perpendicular media in a perpendicular 
recording system with a single pole head, (generally the angle  is less than 30 
degrees). As shown in the diagram, when the angle  is small, say less than 5 degrees, 
there is a high sensitivity between the switching field and the field angle. According to 
the Stone-Wolfarth model, the write efficiency will reach maximum when the field 
angle is 45 degrees. We would improve the write efficiency by enlarging the region of 
write ability area. The write field angle is expected to be enlarged with a shield pole 
structure. In Chapter 6, the investigation of using slanted write field for perpendicular 
recording to improve write efficiency will be presented. It can be seen that this chart is 
readily useful for the purpose of write field design taking into account the effect of the 
media switching field distribution in the perpendicular recording system.  
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Fig. 5.30 (a) Distribution of write field vector in media center versus media switching field (dotted 
curve); (b) write field vector distribution as function of ABS to SUL distance; (c) write field vector 
distribution as function of PW 
 
Fig. 5.30 (b) and Fig. 5.30 (c) show the media switching field distribution with respect 
to different ABS-to-SUL distances and pole widths (PW), respectively. It is found that 
the switching field distribution becomes wider with decreasing ABS-to SUL distance 
or pole width. As shown in Fig. 5.30 (b), the maximum tilted angle decreases from 30 
degrees to 15 degrees when the ABS-to-SUL gap increases from 1.5 T to 2.5 T. where 
T is the thickness of media plane. In contrast, the maximum tilted angle increases from 
10 degrees to 20 degrees when PW decreases from 200nm to 50nm. It is noted that, in 
comparison with the soft underlayer thickness and relative permeability, the ABS-to-
SUL distance and pole widths have an apparent effect on the tilted field distribution. 
For better understanding on how and how much the change of design parameters will 
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affect the write field performance, the sensitivity analysis is required. 
 
5.3.4 Sensitivity Analysis of Write Field Performance 
Since there are no explicit algebraic expressions for the relationship between the write 
field performance and design parameters, extensive of numerical simulations is 
required to explore the design space to study the write field performance. We have 
adopted the Response Surface Methodology (RSM) to devise an effective and 
economical way to conduct such investigation. RSM is a collection of statistical and 
mathematical techniques useful for finding the ‘best fitted’ representation of the 
response of the physical system under study.[129] In RSM, a polynomial model is 
generally used to represent the relationship between the performance and the design 
parameters. Thus, this model can be used to predict the product performance and study 
the parameter sensitivity with much ease.  
Two control factors are selected for investigation: write pole width (PW) and an 
equivalent airgap length G. The levels of the design parameters are defined in Table 
5.2 
 
Table 5.2 Design parameters for sensitivity analysis (nm) 
Control factors -1.414 -1 0 1 1.414 
x1 PW 64.6 75 100 125 135.4 
x2 G 15.75 17 20 23 24.24 
 
Three indexes are used to describe the write field performance, the write field 
amplitude, the write field gradient and the 50% write field pulse width. 
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According to the central composite design scheme (CCD),[129] the fitted second-order 
polynomial for the write field amplitude is  
Y=0.756-0.0052x1-0.1185x2-0.0044x12+0.0163x22            (5.40) 
The analysis-of-variance (ANOVA)[129] is then conducted to verify the fitting quality of 
the resultant response surface.  
The ANOVA results are given in Table 5.3. From the table, it can be observed that 
99.9% of the total variation in write field amplitude may be explained by the 
regression surface relating to the design variables. RA2 of 0.9981 indicates that the 
estimate of the error variance provided by the residual mean square is 0.19% of the 
error variance estimate using the total mean square. It shows that the model is of very 
high fitting quality. The response surface for this model is plotted in Fig. 5.31. It is 
found that the write field amplitude has an almost linear relationship with respect to 
the equivalent air gap length. From the expression of the fitted model, it can be found 
that the first-order coefficient of G is about 23 times greater than that of PW. It clearly 
means the write field amplitude depends mostly on the equivalent air gap length. 
 
Table 5.3 ANOVA for write field amplitude model 
Source DF SS M.S F R2 RA2 F(4,4,.01) 
Regress. 4 0.1144 0.0286 1045.1 0.9990 0.9981 15.98 
Residual 4 1.0946e-004 2.2365e-5     
total 8 0.1445      
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Fig. 5.31 Response surface of write field amplitude with respect to G and PW 
 
Follow the same procedure, the fitted second-order regression model for the write field 
gradient is 
Y=1.2+0.2162x1-0.3202x2-0.0184x12+0.0578x22                (5.41) 
Table 5.4 shows the ANOVA for this model 
 
Table 5.4 ANOVA for write field gradient model 
Source DF SS M.S F R2 RA2 F(4,4,.01) 
Regress. 4 1.2185 0.3046 230.8590 0.9957 0.9914 15.98 
Residual 4 0.0053 1.325e-3     
total 8 1.2238      
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Fig. 5.32 Response surface of write field gradient with respect to G and PW 
 
The response surface is plotted in Fig. 5.32. It is found that the write gradient also 
varies almost linearly with PW and G. However, these two parameters will play 
important roles in determining the write field gradient. 
The fitted second-order regression model for the 50% write field pulse width over pole 
width is 
Y=1.41-0.0771x1+0.0441x2+0.0189x12-0.0311x22                 (5.42) 
The AVONA is list in Table 5.5 
 
Table 5.5 ANOVA for write PW50/PW model 
Source DF SS M.S F R2 RA2 F(4,4,.025) 
Regress. 4 0.0732 0.0183 12.2000 0.9242 0.8485 9.6 
Residual 4 0.0060 0.0015     
total 8 0.0792      
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Fig. 5.33 Response surface of PW50/PW with respect to G and PW 
 
From the response surface in Fig. 5.33, it can be observed that the PW50/PW has a 
non-linear relationship with G and the pole width. The parameter G plays a more 
important role than the pole width.  
 
5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter describes an analytical solution of the field distribution for perpendicular 
recording heads based on vector magnetic potential which is capable of predicting the 
magnetic field distribution in the soft underlayer. The write field and field gradient 
calculated in the media layer agrees well with numerical simulations using FEM and is 
compared with previous works. Some design guidelines are presented for selection of 
the soft underlayer. The write field distribution under different pole widths and 
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equivalent air gap lengths and their effects on the medium switching field are 
investigated. The results show that the ABS-to-SUL distance and pole width have an 
apparent effect on the titled field distribution as compared to the soft underlayer 
thickness and relative permeability. Finally, the sensitivity analysis is conducted based 
on the Response Surface Methodology. It can be found that the write field amplitude is, 
to large extent, sensitive to the equivalent air gap length. The write field gradient and 
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6 Distribution of Slanted Write Field for 
Perpendicular Recording Heads with 
Shielded Pole  
 
6.1 Introduction 
The concept of the tilted magnetic recording appears to be well suited for 
perpendicular recording systems.[3],[43],[44],[122] An alternative way for tilted recording is 
to make use of the slanted field to write on the perpendicular media.[43],[122] Such a 
slanted write field may be developed when a shield pole piece is placed adjacent to the 
main pole tip.[122] In this chapter, the write field distribution of the perpendicular writer 
with and without the shielded poles is investigated using 2-D and 3-D finite element 
(FE) modeling. The slanted write fields due to side shields, the shielded pole at the 
trailing edge and at the leading edge of the main pole tip, and the influence of the 
design parameters, are analyzed in detail. The analysis shows that the use of the 
shielded pole leads to a change in the saturation levels in the main pole tip. As such, 
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careful design is necessary so as to achieve optimal distribution of the slant field and 
maximum possible field amplitude that is limited by the saturation induction of the soft 
magnet material of the pole tip. An index that indicates the ability to write is 
introduced to describe the write field in the cross track direction. It is shown that the 
spatial distribution of this index may be useful for better visualization of the write head 
field for design purposes. 
 
6.2 Finite Element Analysis of Single Pole Write Field 
Two configurations of the shielded head structure in the down track direction are 
schematically drawn in Fig. 6.1. The throat height of the pole TH is 100 nm and the 
down track length is 50nm. The saturation flux density, BBsB, of the pole material is 2.4 T. 
The ABS-to-SUL distance is 30 nm. The shield gap length between the main pole and 
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A. Comparison of two configurations 
Simulations were carried out to investigate the write field distribution and the slant 
angle distribution of the two configurations, where the slant angle is defined as the 
angle between the write field direction and the vertical direction. Fig. 6.2 shows the 
write field and slant angle distributions as functions of the shield gap S with the shield 
piece at the trailing edge and at the leading edge, respectively. It can be seen that when 
the shield gap decreases the tilted field region under the pole face increases, and the 
effective write field intensity decreases. 
 
B. Saturation effect at the far end of throat from ABS 
The simulation results show that the use of the shielded pole leads to changes in the 
saturation levels in the main pole tip. As a result, the achievable level of the write field 
amplitude will be affected. Fig. 6.3 compares the write field distribution when there is 
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no shield with situations where shield poles with different gap lengths are present. It 
can be concluded that in order to achieve maximum write field amplitude, a careful 
selection of the design parameters is necessary. It will also be noted that, due to the 
existence of the shield pole, the saturation at the far end of the throat (away from the 
ABS) may be more pronounced. Therefore, a tapered-neck structure[122] would be 
advantageous. Fig. 6.4 illustrates the 3-D finite element model for the write field with 
a side shield and trailing edge shield, with x in the down track direction, y in the 
vertical direction, and z in the cross track direction. The parameters of the head media 
combination are as follows: the pole thickness in down track direction = 50 nm, pole 
width in cross track direction = 100nm, saturation flux density of pole material = 2.4 
Tesla, ABS-to-SUL distance = 30 nm, and a media material with (4piMs) = 2 Tesla. The 
spaces between the shield and pole tip in the cross track and down track direction are 
defined as SC and SD, respectively. The height of the shield tip is denoted as SH. Fig. 
6.5 shows the 3-D write field distribution. 
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Fig. 6.2 Write field and slant angle distribution with (a) shield at the trailing edge (b) shield at the 
leading edge 
 






















Fig. 6.3 Write field comparison between shielded and non-shielded pole 
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Fig. 6.5 Write field distribution (a) field intensity, Hy in vertical direction, (b) Hx along down track 
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6.3 Effects of Write Head Parameters on the Tilted 
Field Distribution  
The effects of the various design parameters on the write field are shown and discussed 
as follows. Firstly, the write field Hy along the down track direction is plotted in Fig. 
6.6 with respect to different distances between the pole tip and the shield piece at the 
trailing edge. From this figure, it can be seen that, in general, the write field magnitude 
Hy decreases, while the gradient increases when the down track distance between pole 
tip and shield is reduced. However, when the distance SD is increased further beyond a 
certain value, the write field decreases. This is because the presence of the shield piece 
will provide a path for flux lines from the main pole tip, thus reducing the saturation 
level in the pole throat. Fig. 6.6 shows that, when SD increases from 20 nm to 80 nm, 
the write field increases correspondingly. However, the write field decreases when SD 
is 100 nm, where the shield appears to be far away from the pole tip, and the saturation 
at the pole throat limits the write field amplitude.  
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Fig. 6.6 Down track write field vs. down track shield distance 
 





























Fig. 6.7 Down track write field vs. cross track shield distance 
 
The write field Hy along the down track direction is plotted against the distance 
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between the pole tip and the side shield in Fig. 6.7. It can be observed that the write 
field increases as the side shield distance is increased. For this particular head structure, 
the side shield does not significantly affect the saturation level in the pole throat. 
Therefore, the influence of SC has diminished as it becomes larger.  






























Fig. 6.8 Down track write field vs. the height of the shield 
 
The write field Hy along the down track direction is plotted against the height of the 
shield piece at the trailing edge in Fig. 6.8.  From this figure, it is seen that the write 
field intensity increases when shield height decreases. This is because the shield piece 
is more easily saturated when its height is small. 
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6.4 Distribution of Slanted Write Field for 
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Fig. 6.9 The comparison of write field vector between shields in leading edge (triangle) and trailing edge 
(round dot) 
 
As shown in Chapter 5, we used a chart to investigate the effects of head structure 
parameters on switching field distribution (SFD). Here, we continue the investigation 
by using the FEM to analyze the effect of the shield pole on SFD. Fig. 6.9 shows the 
comparison of the switching field distribution with shield at the leading edge and 
trailing edge. It can be seen that the amount of the write field greater than the medium 
switching write field is improved due to the shield pole. It is clear that the maximum 
tilted angle  exceeds 60 degrees and the write ability area is enlarged when using the 
shield pole. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 6.9, the level of insensitivity to the 
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distribution of easy axis orientation is improved. Comparatively, the field distribution 
with the shield at the trailing edge provides better writing performance. 
In the cross track direction, the write field may be represented by the writability of the 
field intensity at locations in the media region. Such a quantity indicating the effect of 
the switching field distribution due to the slanted field is useful for design of 
perpendicular head and media combinations. Fig. 6.10 shows the distribution of this 
writability for a shielded pole head. The ratio of the write field to the normalized 
switching field is plotted along the cross track direction in the media region. The 
switching field at different slanted field angles was calculated by using the analytical 






=swh       (6.1) 
where hBswB = HBswB/HBkB, HBk Bis the anisotropy field, and tilted angle  is the angle between 
the applied field and the anisotropy easy axis direction of the recording medium. 
 














Fig. 6.10 Distribution of writability for shielded pole head 
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Fig. 6.11 gives the contours of write ability of the head field for the shielded pole and 
non-shielded pole. The ratio of the write field amplitude to normalized switching field 
and nucleation field (which is also a function of the angle between the magnetizing 
field vector and the media easy axis) is plotted along the cross track direction in the 
media center. Normalized unit is used here and the switching field at different slanted 
field angles is acquired by using the analytical Stoner-Wohlfarth switching field for a 
single uniformly magnetized grain. It can be observed that the amplitude of the 
perpendicular write field intensity decreases with the presence of the shield. However, 
the existence of the shield leads to the increase of the write field gradient at the trailing 
edge and cross track side. The high write field gradient at the trailing edge is essential 
to control the bit transitions. On the other hand, suppressing the fringing field in the 
cross track direction is critical for controlling the side track erasure effect. The results 
suggest that the write ability of the head field can be improved with shielded pole. 
 
 
 (a)  
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(b) 
Fig. 6.11 The comparison of distribution of writes ability between (a) no shield pole and (b) with 
shielded pole head 
 
6.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the write head field for the perpendicular recording system with and 
without a shielded pole is investigated using finite element methods. The analysis 
shows that the shielded pole can affect the saturation level in the main pole tip, and 
that the interdependence of the shield pole spacing and the throat height needs to be 
included in the design processes. The write field may be represented by an index 
indicating the writability of the field intensity vectors distributed in the media region to 
take into account the effect of the switching field distribution due to the slanted field. 
The write fields described in this chapter will be useful when analyzing the recording 
media behaviors using finite element micromagnetic modeling. 
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In this chapter, the finite element micromagnetic model is used to investigate the 
magnetization dynamics in a 400Gbit/in2 perpendicular recording medium. The 
direction and magnitude of the applied field, the media anisotropy axis orientation and 
damping effects are studied. To predict the magnetic properties accurately and model 
realistic media, a technique called Voronoi tessellation is employed in our model to 
generate the media microstructure.[30] This technique has been used for some time in 
other applications and is now extensively employed in modeling computational 
geometry. Thus, the effects of the true reversal modes of media grains are considered 
in our finite element micromagnetic model. The micromagnetic simulation based on 
finite element method is expected to allow for modeling virtually any body shape of 
irregular grains with high accuracy, especially when the grain size and the number of 
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grains per bit are approaching physical limits. 
 
7.2 Finite Element Model of Perpendicular Recording 
Media 
Magnetic recording media is one of most important components in any magnetic 
recording system. Fig. 7.1[2] shows the picture of granular magnetic recording media 
obtained using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) photography. Typical 
perpendicular medium is of a complex structure including the substrate, soft magnetic 
under layer, growth (exchange de-coupled) layer, magnetic recording layer, overcoat 
and lubricant layer. To keep the medium anisotropy direction in the perpendicular 
direction, the granular perpendicular medium is relatively thick as compared to the 
longitudinal media at the same recording density. Typical magnetic recording media 
possess distributed grain sizes.  
 
Fig. 7.1 TEM picture of magnetic recording media[2] 
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It is very essential to consider the realistic physical microstructure when building the 
micromagnetic model to predict accurately the magnetic properties of the recording 
media. The Voronoi model[30],[130]~[135] is the widely accepted method used for 
generating the media grain structure. 
Given a finite set of seeds mSS ⊂ , for each seed point SP ∈ , the Voronoi cell is 
defined as the set of points in mR  which are closer to P  than to any other point in 
S : 
}|{)( QxPxSQRxPV m −≤−∈∀∈=         (7.1) 
The Voronoi cell for each seed point SP ∈  is a convex polyhedron, which may 
extend (especially in the boundary) to infinity. We use Matlab programming or GID 
software to define the media boundary. 
Fig. 7.2 illustrates the basic process to build the Voronoi tessellation based media 
structure. Firstly, a 2-D media plane with a known media length and width is built. 
Then, a finite number of seed sites in the plane are chosen randomly and each grain is 
grown uniformly with constant velocity in each direction until the two neighboring 
grains touch each other. By adjusting the initial random sites and the minimum 
nucleation distance, a non-uniform granular structure with a certain grain size 
distribution can be achieved.[130] Afterwards, a 2-D Voronoi diagram in x-y plane of the 
media is to be built and extruded in the z direction to construct the final media model 
as the microstructure of perpendicular recording is represented by a 2-D array of 
polyhedral shaped grains of a single layer in micromagnetic modeling. Once the 
polyhedral grain structure is obtained, the grains are further subdivided into finite 
elements using tetrahedral elements.  
In the process of building the media structure, a software code that is developed in 
Matlab and C programming is used to generate the seed points. MATLAB@[136] 
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random number generator provides the random distribution of seed points. An 
additional constraint is added to ensure that the separation between any two random 
points is greater than a pre-set minimum value. Then, we use the Voronoi function 
provided by Matlab language to create the 2-D media plane. The media boundary can 
then be defined to trim the Voronoi cells in the proximity of the boundary, as shown in 
Fig. 7.2 (c), using Matlab programming or GID. Finally, the finite element meshes are 
created with the GID software using GID batch files which are generated using Matlab.  
 
Fig. 7.2 Magnetic recording media finite element model with Voronoi algorithm 
 
The grain structure can also be generated based on perturbation of the uniformly 
distributed seeds which initially reside in the centroids of triangular, hexagonal or 
square seed lattice. For instance, the media model can be firstly divided into hexagonal 
cells and then let each of the seed points shifts a distance of randomly within a 
predefined limit. Afterwards, Voronoi tessellation technique can be applied to generate 
the grain cells. Apparently, generating of irregularly shaped grain cells can be avoided. 
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Fig. 7.3 illustrates this process. As shown in the figure, we first generate a set of seed 
points in the centroids of the hexagons of a planar hexagonal array. Then, perturbation 
takes place which can be resembled as each point taking a random walk from its 
origin. The degree of irregularity depends on the step size of the random walk. After 
that, the Voronoi tessellation is performed with a grain boundary of finite thickness. 
Both of the aforementioned methods based on Voronoi tessellation for grain cell 
generation are implemented in computer codes during the course of this research work.  
 
Fig. 7.3 Grain structure with increasing irregularity 
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7.3 Magnetization Dynamics in Perpendicular 
Recording Media 
With the development of magnetic recording technologies, the areal density for 
information storage on magnetic media and data rates have been increasing rapidly. 
Detailed understanding of the magnetic switching processes taking place in magnetic 
recording systems is critical.[137] The media orientation and switching field limits, 
including the field magnitude and switching time are very important for ultra-high 
density perpendicular magnetic recording. So far, little is known of these subjects. In 
this section, we will investigate the influences of the media parameter and damping 
parameter on the magnetization dynamics using our finite element model. 
 
7.3.1 Micromagnetic Simulations of the Hysteresis Loop 
 
Fig. 7.4 A computational perpendicular recording media plane with 270 irregular Voronoi grain 
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The hysteresis loop of the perpendicular recording media for 400Gbit/in2 is simulated 
using the finite element micromagnetic model. A model of approximately 270 
irregularly shaped grains was constructed (as shown in Fig. 7.4). The grains are 
separated by a non-magnetic grain boundary of 1nm thickness. The average grain size 
is 5.5nm and the thickness of each grain is 12nm. The anisotropy constant Ku = 
7.4x106 erg/cm3. The saturation magnetization is about Ms = 750 emu/cc. The 
innergranular exchange parameter A = 1.0x10-6 ergs/cm. In following discussions, the 
intergranular exchange coupling, He is assumed to be zero, i. e, fully decoupled 
granular media will be investigated. The direction of medium anisotropy axis is 
assumed to be perpendicular to the media plane (along the z-axis) with 3 degrees 
deviation.  
The perpendicular M-H loops of the media are simulated using dynamic LLG equation 
with a field step of 0.01 Hk, where Hk = 2Ku/Ms is the anisotropy field. When a steady 
state is reached, the field is stepped to the next value of the external field. We define 
our system to be in a steady state if the change of the normalized magnetization 
divided by the time step becomes smaller than 10-5 on every node. Here, the damping 
constant α  is chosen to be 1 only for the sake of achieving fast computations. The 
effect of the damping constant will be discussed later.  
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Fig. 7.5 computed M-H loops of 400Gbit/in2 media plane without intergranular exchange coupling 
 
Fig. 7.5 shows the computed hysteresis loop. As shown in this figure, it can be 
observed that the media coercivity field is lower than Hk, and the media saturation field 
is larger than Hk. The medium nucleation field is larger than 0.5Hk but less than Hk.  
The snapshots of the magnetization states during the reversal in the hysteresis loop are 
shown in Fig. 7.6. It can be seen that the grains reverse individually when the 
intergranular exchange coupling is absent. It also can be found that the reversal 
preferably starts with a magnetization reversal near the center of the media plane 
where the demagnetizing field is relative weak. 
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Fig. 7.6 Magnetization states during reversal of a perpendicular recording media with 270 grains (grain 
size D = 5.5 nm and damping constant α  = 1) 
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Fig. 7.7 Computed M-H loops of 400Gbit/in2 media plane under different media anisotropy easy axis 
angles 
 
The computed hysteresis loops under different media anisotropy easy axis angles are 
given in Fig. 7.7. As shown in the figure, the medium loop squareness S* and 
coercivity field decrease with increasing easy axis angle of the media anisotropy (tilted 
media angle). When the tilted media angle is small (3 degrees), the switching field is 
about 0.93Hk, and the switching field for the perpendicular media under tilted media 
angle at 30 degrees decreases to about 0.5Hk, which is the Stoner-Wohlfarth switching 
field when tilted media angle is at 45 degrees. Our simulation result shows that with a 
large applied field angle, the medium reversal field can be much less than the Stoner-
Wohlfarth switching field, which agrees with previous micromagnetic simulations 
reported in the literature.[138]-[140] 
The simulation indicates that materials with much higher Ku can be used in the titled 
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field media (at 30 or 45 degrees). 
 
7.3.2 Damped Gyro-Magnetic Reversal Process in Perpendicular 
Recording Media 
With the rapid increase of areal density of magnetic recording media, more attention 
has been paid to the magnetic switching of recording media due to the importance of 
data rate. Many researchers, such as J. Mallinson (1987)[56],[58], D. Suess (2002)[24], K. 
Z. Gao (2002)[140] reported that the value of the Gilbert damping parameter not only 
influences the reversal time but also the mode of magnetization reversal. Many 
experiments have been done to study the fast switching phenomenon in a single 
domain particle and magnetic thin films. These works suggest the feasibility of an 
inverse problem to obtain the correct value or possibly correct functional form of the 
damping parameter that can be used in micromagnetic simulations.  
In this section, the switching dynamics of a single grain and a perpendicular recording 
medium with a density of 400Gbit/in2 are investigated by using the finite element 
micromagnetic model.  
We first investigate the magnetization switching process of a single grain 
corresponding to the perpendicular medium for a recording density of 400Gbit/in2. D. 
Suess[24] investigated the reversal process of a grain of a typical perpendicular 
recording medium and found that the reversal process changed from coherent rotation 
to nucleation with increasing column length. Similarly, we study this reversal process 
using our finite element micromagnetic model for ultra-high density perpendicular 
recording media. The basal plane of the grain is an irregular hexagon with grain size of 
about 5.5 nm. The easy axis is perpendicular to the basal plane (along the z-axis). The 
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external field is applied 1o off the easy axis. In the simulation, the anisotropy constant 
Ku = 7.4x106 erg/cm3. The saturation magnetization is about Ms = 750 emu/cc. The 
innergranular exchange parameter A = 1.0x10-6 ergs/cm. The thickness of grain is 
12nm. The average element size of the finite element mesh is 1.5 nm, small enough to 
resolve domain walls which have a typical width of  
                      nm7.3≈=
u
ex K
Al ;             (7.2)  
Fig. 7.8 shows the finite element model of a single grain. 
 
Fig. 7.8 (a) Grain structure with increasing irregularity; (b) mesh result 
 
Fig. 7.9 shows non-equilibrium states of the magnetization during reversal for different 
column lengths (12nm, 24nm, 36nm respectively) at a time when Mz = 0. It can be 
found that the magnetization at the top and bottom of the grain becomes increasingly 
misaligned with respect to the magnetization in the middle. The trend of the simulated 
results agrees well with the results reported by D. Suess.[24] 
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Fig. 7.9 Non-equilibrium states at Mz = 0 during reversal for different column lengths with (a). L = 12nm; 
(b). L = 24nm; (c). L = 36nm, respectively after the coercivity field was applied. (grain size D = 5.5 nm 
and damping constant α  = 1) 
 
To assess the effect of damping, we repeat the reversal simulation with different 
damping constants α  = 1, 0.1 and 0.02, respectively. These states are given in Fig. 
7.10. It can be found that for high damping constant of α  = 1 and 0.1 in Fig. 7.10 (a) 
and (b), the grain behaves much like a Stoner-Wohlfarth particle and reverses 
following coherent rotation. With the damping constant α  reduced to 0.02, the 
reversal mode of the grain changes from coherent rotation to inhomogeneous rotation 
and a domain wall is formed and does not propagate with constant velocity due to 
gyromagnetic precession for a low damping constant. [24] 
Hk=2Ku/Ms  
(a) (b) (c) 
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Fig. 7.10 Non-equilibrium states at Mz = 0 during reversal for damping constant with (a).α  = 1; (b).α  
= 0.1; (c).α  = 0.02, respectively after the coercive field was applied. (grain size D = 5.5 nm and 
column lengths L = 12nm) 
 
These results highlight the importance of sub-grain discretization in quantitative 
micromagnetic modeling in recording simulations, which must not be ignored when 
grain size and grain boundary approach physic limits in ultra high densities recording. 
Although the single domain model is useful, for a full description of the magnetization 
dynamics and intra-granular interactions, a sub-grain resolution is required.  
We then investigate the damping effect on reversal time in a single grain. Here we 
define the reversal time as the time from applying the external field until the time when 
the average magnetization component in the direction of the external field reaches 95% 
Ms. 
Hk=2Ku/Ms  
(a) (b) (c) 
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Fig. 7.11 Switching times of the single grain for various damping parameters 
 
Fig. 7.11 shows the minimum switching time Tsw comparison between micromagnetic 
model and analytical solution with different damping constants under an applied field 
equal to 1.5Hk. It can be found that the micromagnetic simulation result is in 
agreement with the Mallison single grain model when α = 1. (As introduction in 
Section 2.3, the gyromagnetic ratio 617.6 10 /e rad Oeγ = ×  and it is assuming that the 
initial angle iniθ  for all curves is 0.000020. The final angle endθ  for all curves is 1790) 
As shown in this figure, the minimum switching time Tsw decreases rapidly depending 
on the damping constant when α  is as small as 0.5 and above which Tsw is relative 
insensitive until α  = 1. As the damping constant α  increases continuously, Tsw 
increase slightly.  
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Fig. 7.12 Switching times of the single grain for various damping parameters and external field strength 
 
We then study the damping effect on the reversal time in a single grain with different 
amplitudes of the applied fields (that are greater than anisotropy field). Fig. 7.12 shows 
the damping effect dependency of the minimal reversal time with applied fields equal 
to 1.3Hk, 1.4Hk, 1.5Hk. In the above analysis, the corresponding recording density is 
400Gbit/in2, and the grain thickness of the media is 12nm. It can be found that the 
minimum switching time almost remains constant when α  = 1 under different 
applied fields. However the minimum switching time changes slightly when α  is 
much greater than 1 or much smaller than 1. In particular, for α  = 0.01, the minimum 
switching time significantly decreases from 14.10 ns to 7.754 ns when applied field 
Happ increase from 1.3Hk to1.5Hk. The trend of the simulated results agrees well with 
the analytical solution introduction in Section 2.3.  
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Fig. 7.13 Angle dependency of minimal reversal time with different damping constant under the applied 
field equals to 1.5Hk 
 
Fig. 7.13 shows the angle dependency of the minimal switching time with different 
damping constants under the applied field of 1.5Hk. Here the angle is between the easy 
axis of the recording media and the perpendicular direction, and varies from 0 degree 
to 89 degrees with an increase step equals to 10 degrees. In all cases, the applied field 
is parallel to the perpendicular direction. As shown in the figure, when the angle  is 
small, say less than 10 degrees, there is a high sensitivity between the switching time 
and the angle . With continually increasing angle , the switching time Tsw decreases 
and becomes insensitive to the angle  in a wide range of the tilted angle around  = 
45o. Then, the switching time begins to increase as the angle is approaching 90o. This 
phenomenon is more pronounced for media with small damping constants. For α  = 
0.01, Tsw approaches 7.754 ns when  = 0, and a minimum of Tsw = 0.53 ns is reached 
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at 40 degrees. As α  increase, the minimum value of Tsw decreases to 0.0153 ns when 
α  = 0.1.   
In Section 7.3.1, the computed hysteresis loops under different easy axis angles for the 
media anisotropy are given and it can be found that the switching field for the 
perpendicular media is decreased with increasing easy axis angle (less than 45 degrees). 
As the maximum field is limited by the saturation magnetic induction of the pole tip 
material in perpendicular recording heads, the tilted magnetic recording system 
appears to be advantageous.[43],[44]  
 
 
Fig. 7.14 Geometry of computation perpendicular media plane, and schematic diagram of concept of 
tilted write field and media 
 
In the following, the finite element micromagnetic model is used to simulate the 
switching dynamics of a perpendicular recording media, as shown in Fig. 7.14 (a), 
with a density of 400Gbit/in2 at different values of the Gilbert damping constant, 
applied field magnitude and the angle between the applied field and media anisotropy 

 
(a) Computation media plane with 138 irregular grains 
(c) Tilted write field with tilted angle  and media  
anisotropy orientation with 3 degree deviation 
(b) Tilted media with tilted angle  
23 
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orientation. In this study, the tilted media means the media anisotropy axis is tilted in a 
fixed direction with a tilted angle  and the applied field is applied in the perpendicular 
direction to the media plane as shown in Fig. 7.14 (b). For the tilted write field, the 
applied field is tilted in a fixed direction with tilted angle  and the direction of 
medium anisotropy axis is assumed to be perpendicular to the media plane with 3 
degrees deviation as shown in Fig. 7.14 (c). 
 
Fig. 7.15 Time evolution of magnetization under different damping constant value 
 
We firstly investigate the influence of the damping constant on the switching process. 
Fig. 7.15 plots the time evolution of magnetization under different damping constant 
values (α  = 1, 0.1, 0.02, respectively) for perpendicular media with an applied field 
equals to 1.3Hk. The direction of medium anisotropy axis is assumed to be 
perpendicular to the media plane with 3 degrees deviation and the applied field is 
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applied 3 degrees off the perpendicular direction of the media plane. Here, the 
convergence criterion is set to be 510|/| −<dtdm . The simulation process is terminated 
when the minimal switching state is attained, which is defined as the time when the 
average magnetization component in the direction of the external field reaches 90% Ms. 
For α  = 1, the switching of the recording media finishes after about 0.04 ns. For α  
= 0.02, the switching time increases to about 1.4ns. It can be seen that the switching 
curve becomes more jagged as the damping constant decreases. We also can find the 
oscillation is only observed at the initial stage even for a light damping, which can be 
explained by the incoherent rotation of individual grains at small tilted field angle. In 
Reference [139], it was reported that when the applied field is small, the moments of 
individual grains precess with an incoherent rotation and the precession of isolated 
grains are damped by interactions, which results in no precession, is observed with the 
magnetization is averaged. J. J. Miles et al[139] also shows that with increasing titled 
field angle, a coherent rotation phenomenon is more appreciable. 
Fig. 7.16 shows the time evolution of the magnetization for perpendicular media at 
various tilted write field angles. The time dependence of the total energy for 
perpendicular media at various tilted write field angles are plotted in Fig. 7.17. It can 
be found that with increasing tilted angle the switching speed is faster due to a large 
torque, which reduces the switching time. As shown in the figure, a rapid and 
remarkable oscillation reversal is observed for large angels, in agreement with J. J. 
Miles et al,[139] and the reversal process becomes more coherent. The result indicates 
that the magnetic switching process is strongly dependent on the tilted angle of the 
write field.  
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Fig. 7.16 Time evolutions of magnetization under different tilted field angles 
 
Fig. 7.17 Time evolutions of normalized total energy under different tilted field angles 
 
We then study the effects of tilted field and media angles on switching time. In the 
simulation, a damping constant α  of 0.02 is used and the switching time is defined as 
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when the average magnetization component in the direction of the external field 
reaches 50% Ms. 
 
Fig. 7.18 Switching time vs applied field magnitude for different media anisotropy orientation 
distributions 
 
Fig. 7.18 plots the switching time with respect to the magnitude of the applied field for 
different tilted media angles as defined in Fig. 7.14. It can be found that the switching 
time falls quickly with increasing tilted media angles. It is worth noting that for small-
applied field angles, with an external field less than the anisotropy field, the switching 
time increases with increasing external field magnitude. The trend of the simulated 
results agrees well with the simulation results for a single grain reported by D. 
Suess.[24] This result further shows that, for a small field and without intergranular 
exchange coupling, the reversal process is incoherent and each grain follows individual 
processional motion with only the magnetostatic coupling effect from other grains.   
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Fig. 7.19 Switching time vs applied field magnitude for different applied field angle 
 
Fig. 7.19 plots the switching time with respect to the applied field magnitude for tilted 
write field angle. It can be seen that the switching time decreases with increasing tilted 
field angles.  Similarly, for small applied field angles, with an external field less than 
the anisotropy field, the switching time decreases with decreasing external field 




In this chapter, the switching dynamics of a perpendicular recording medium with a 
density of 400Gbit/in2 are investigated by using the FEM micromagnetic model 
introduced earlier in this thesis. The numerical solution confirms that the 
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magnetization reversal process changes as the geometrical sizes of grains and the 
damping constant change.  The reversal mode changes from coherent rotation to 
inhomogeneous rotation as the column length increases and the transition from 
homogeneous rotation to nucleation is shifted to smaller column lengths as the 
damping constants is reduced. The M-H loop simulations show that the coercivity field 
decreases with increasing easy axis angle, and for a large applied field angle, the 
medium reversal field can be much less than the Stoner-Wohlfarth switching field, 
which indicated that materials with much higher Ku can be used in the titled field 
media (at 30 or 45 degrees). 
The finite element micromagnetic model is then used to simulate the switching 
dynamics of recording media when the angle between the applied field and media 
anisotropy direction varies. The simulation studies show that the switching process 
becomes faster when the angle of the titled field increases. When the tilted angle is 
small, the switching time is highly sensitive to the angle. This phenomenon is more 
pronounced when the damping constant is small. The study also confirms that the 
switching is possible at low write field with tilted angle. It is worth noting that for 
small applied field angles, with an external field less than the anisotropy field, the 
switching time decreases with decreasing external field magnitude.  
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As product cycles in magnetic recording become shorter, there is a pressing need to 
develop modern tools for predicting the performance of a recording system before it is 
built. The main challenge is to accurately model head/media combinations and to 
rapidly generate waveforms to represent realistic readback. An integrative tool of this 
nature is essential for product development and expedient research. This tool should be 
regarded as strategic infrastructure for system designers in hard disk drive industry.    
Over the past two decades, several models have been suggested for achieving these 
goals.[7]-[12] The model that emerged as the most acceptable is the microtrack model 
because of its speed and a high level of 2-D accuracy.[10]-[12] As we known, at high 
linear recording densities, the transition jitter noise becomes an critically important 
factor in determining system performance. Therefore, it is increasingly necessary to 
model the jitter noise accurately. 
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In this chapter, specific issues related to ultra-high density perpendicular magnetic 
recording processes, such as transition noise properties and cross track correlation 
lengths, are investigated with the help of micromagnetic analysis. The effects of media 
parameters are taken into consideration, including intergranular exchange coupling, 
irregular grain shapes, magnetization saturation distribution, and anisotropy 
distribution. Additionally, a new method to calculate the partial erasure threshold is 
proposed to account for the partial erasure effects and the results of micromagnetic 
simulations for the transition parameters and profiles in perpendicular media are used 
to derive microtrack model for evaluating the performance of recording systems. 
 
8.2 Microtrack Model 
It is essential to reduce the medium noise for achieving ultra-high density recording on 
perpendicular magnetic recording media.[142] The typical transitions in magnetic 
recording are illustrated in Fig 8.1. At the transition center, the finite medium grains 
form a Zig-Zag structure. In both longitudinal and perpendicular recording, this Zig-
Zag structure introduces transition noise. Transition jitter noise is still the dominant 
noise in current magnetic recording systems and an important factor in determining 
system performances. 
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Fig. 8.1 Typical transition in magnetic recording[143] 
 
As mentioned early, the microtrack models are much faster, whereas micromagnetic 
models provide most accurate model for transition noise. The tradeoff between the 
micromagnetc models and microtrack models is between the accuracy and speed. The 
combination of the micromagnetic simulation and statistical modeling of the read/write 
process provides a promising approach to designing recording heads and channels, the 
core engineering component of hard disk drives. 
Fig. 8.2 gives the system structure of this statistical model.[144] Here, micromagnetic 
model is used to provide important characteristics of specific head and media 
combinations for microtrack model to predict the performance of recording systems. 
Several parameters, such as the transition parameter a, probability density function of 
transition jitter (pdf), cross track correlation length s and partial erasure threshold L, 
will be obtained based on the micromagnetic simulations. The microtrack model 
attempts to model the noise introduced by the transition jitter. It does so by slicing the 
recording track into several microtracks. A sub-transition is written onto each 
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microtrack at a position shifted from the desired location. Each shift is chosen from a 
distribution determined by jitter pdf. The waveform is then obtained by averaging the 
response corresponding to each microtrack. Hence, the output waveform of the 
microtrack model takes into account the effects of the transition jitter and partial 
erasure. The waveform can be further used for channel performance evaluations and 
recording system designs. Based on the microtrack model, realistic readback 
waveforms in the order of thousands of transitions can be delivered. 
In this section the results of micromagnetic simulation for the microtrack model in 
perpendicular recording media are presented. 
 
 
Fig. 8.2 Statistical model system structure[144] 
 
The microtrack model works as shown in Fig 8.3. First, the recording track is sliced 
into N equally sized microtracks and the size of the microtracks can be considered 
equivalent to the cross track correlation width. The dotted line in the figure shows the 
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magnetization on each microtrack. When a transition is recorded, an instantaneous 
magnetzation reversal occurs on each microtrack. The magnetization reversal on each 
microtrack is described by a short dark vertical line on the microtrack. The position of 
the reversal is different with the microtrack position and can be characterized by a 
probability density function. 
 
Fig. 8.3 Example of microtrack model with N = 5 microtracks[10] 
 
8.2.1 Transition Parameter and Probability Density Function 
The probability density function, pdf can be found by properly scaling the average 
transition profile, which conventionally can be approximated by a hyperbolic tangent 
function. The approximated average transition profile can be written as 
tan(2 / )rM x api  for a transition centered at 0x = ,[6] where rM is the remanent 
magnetization, and a specifies the transition parameter. Over the duration of the 
transition, this function ranges from rM− to rM+ , meaning that the magnetization 
changes from the negative remanent state to the positive remanent state.  
Section 1.1.2.2 gives an introduction of the transition parameter and three possible 
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functions for the cross track average magnetization transition. Because the average 
transition profile is an approximated value, the real transitions in magnetic recording 
media are not only broad but also can have quite complicated asymmetric shapes. In 
addition, microtrack model requires the user to set relatively few “unknown” 
parameters. If these parameters are set incorrectly, the model’s predictions will likely 
be poor. To acquire the accurate parameters for microtrack model, it is essential to use 
micromagnetic simulations to get the average transition profile. With the results of 
micromagnetic simulations, microtrack can generate waveforms that represent realistic 
readback from head/media combination. 
Using the 3-D micromagnetic model, the average transition profiles can be acquired. 
For each simulation, the magnetization component along the recording direction is 
averaged across the track to obtain a transition profile )(xiM , where x  is the 






x )(1)( MM         (8.1) 
where N is the number of independent transitions )(xiM . Each transition jitter, jτ  is 
chosen independently from the probability density function of the transition jitter. The 
probability density function pdf is the derivative of the average transition profile )(xM , 
normalized with unit area. 
Fig. 8.4 shows the saw-tooth pattern of the bit transition simulated for 400Gbit/in2 
perpendicular recording system by the numerical technique. It can be found a larger 
cluster formed with increasing exchange coupling. The Zig-Zag phenomenon is not 
appreciable when the intergranular exchange parameters He = 0.1 when compared to 
the situation when the grains are fully decoupled. In the following discussions, the 
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intergranular exchange parameter He (He = Aex/KuD2) varies from 0 to 0.1, where D is 
grain size.[145]  
Fig. 8.5 shows the magnetization transition comparison between different exchange 
coupling constants. The transition profile (solid line) from numerical simulations is 
compared with three approximated average transition profiles as given in Section 
1.1.2.2. From bottom to top are Arctangent, Hyperbolic Tangent, Error Function, 
respectively.[6] 
The simulation shows, for perpendicular recording media, the intergranular exchange 
coupling reduces the transition parameter. It can be found that the transition profile 
obtained from numerical simulations resembles error function transitions at the 
remanance state, and the hyperbolic tangent at the transition center. The line in the 
middle of Fig. 8.5, labeled with pdf, gives the probability density function of the media 
transition, which can be used to determine the transition jitter for the microtrack model. 
In general, it is the derivative of the average transition profile, and usually 
approximated by a Gaussian distribution function. 
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Fig. 8.4 Zig-Zag transition profile obtained from numerical analysis under different intergranular 
exchange constant (a) no exchange coupling He = 0.0 (b) He = 0.1 
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Fig. 8.5 Magnetization transition profile under different intergranular exchange constant (a) no exchange 
coupling He = 0.0 (b) He = 0.1 
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8.2.2 Cross Track Correlation Length 
The cross track correlation length directly determines the width of each microtrack 
normalized to the average grain size. It is proportional to the cluster size in the 
magnetic media lattice. The cross track correlation length is computed based on the 
magnetization profile of transitions in the cross track direction.  
The crosstrack magnetization autocorrelation function ( )r Z  is computed at the 




ZzmEZzmzmEzmEZr +−+−=  (8.2) 
where rM  is the remnant magnetization of the media. We assume that the function 
( )r Z  is an even function with respect to the nominal transition center. E denotes the 
expectation operator (statistical average operator). The cross track correlation length 






dZZrs )(                               (8.3) 
The autocorrelation function of cross track correlation lengths under different 
intergranular exchange constant is plotted in Fig. 8.6. It can be seen that in the case of 
zero exchange coupling, the neighboring magnetizations tend to form an anti-parallel 
pattern, which yields a negative correlation. Increasing intergranular exchange forms a 
large cluster, leading to less decay and positive correlation.  
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Fig. 8.6 The autocorrelation function of cross track correlation lengths under different intergranular 
exchange constant (a) He = 0.0 (b) He = 0.1; grain size D = 5.5nm 
 
8.2.3 Partial Erasure Threshold 
It is known that when two transitions are close to each other for high density recording 
they tend to cancel each other. Fig. 8.7 (a) and (b) gives the simulated magnetization 
profile from the dibit transition with and without Partial Erasure (PE). The partial 
erasure (PE) effect can be included in the microtrack model with the help of PE 
threshold L which can be estimated through micromagnetic analyses. As long as the 
distance between two shifted transitions in the microtrack is greater than L , only inter 
symbol interference (ISI) is considered. Once the distance is smaller than L , the two 
transitions are considered partially erased.  
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(a)            (b) 
Fig. 8.7 Magnetization profile from dibit transition with different head position (a) without partial 
erasure; (b) with partial erasure 
 
A new method for calculating the PE threshold L is proposed as follows. By matching 
the amount of the average magnetization in the middle of two transitions with the one 
estimated from the probability density function of transition jitters, one can determine 
when to remove a closely placed transition pair in the microtrack. The probability of 
partial erasure )Pr(PE  in between two transitions is a double integral of the jitter pdf 
of the two adjacent transitions. Let us assume these transitions are written at the 
nominal transition centers x = 0 and x = d, respectively. However, due to the random 
shifts, they are written with position variations in x1 and x2 in one of the microtracks. 
These two transitions are considered partially erased in that microtrack if the 
separation d+x2−x1 is smaller than the PE threshold L. The probability of PE on the 
full track is then expressed as: 
)Pr()Pr( 12 LxxdPE <−+=         (8.4) 
By assuming mutual exclusion of transition jitters, the probability can be further 














dxdxxfxfPE       (8.5) 
where 1f 2f  are the probability density functions of the 1st and 2nd transitions. The 
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magnetization at the center of two transitions x = d/2 could be derived mathematically 




dM −⋅−+⋅=     (8.6) 
Here we assume that the magnetization of the media is changed from Ms to −Ms, and 
then back to Ms. The probability of non occurrence of the partial erasure within a 
single microtrack is denoted by )Pr( PEnon − . The estimated magnetization is a 
function of d and L, and highly depends on the pdf of the transition jitter estimated 
previously. 
The magnetization curves with several predefined L  values are plotted as in Fig 8.8. 
Here, the pdf is of Guassian distribution with a transition jitter equals to 10%. The best 
possible match between the curves obtained using analytical calculation and 
micromagnetic simulations at 
2
D
x =  indicates a suitable value of L  for the 
microtrack modeling. 
 
Fig. 8.8 The magnetization transition curve under different partial erasure thresholds 
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8.2.4 Simulation Results of System Performance 
Here, a 3-D micromagnetic model is used to study the cross track correlation lengths 
and other transition noise parameters for 400Gbit/in2 perpendicular recording system. 
The results of micromagnetic simulations for the transition parameters and profiles in 
the perpendicular recording media can be used to derive microtrack model for 
evaluating the performance of recording systems. 
In this section, the medium anisotropy axis direction is assumed to be perpendicular to 
the media plane with 3 degrees deviation and the anisotropy constant Ku = 7.4x106 
erg/cm3. The saturation magnetization is about Ms = 750 emu/cc. And the thickness of 
media layer and SUL are 12nm and 200nm, respectively. A 128 x 256 hexagonal lattice 
is used for modeling the recording media. One hundred independent transitions were 
obtained. Each transition was written on a media plane with randomly distributed 
irregular grain pattern which is generated using Voronoi tessellation as described 
earlier. To produce media grain pattern from such algorithm, grain seeds are scattered 
in accordance with a log-normal distribution whilst keeping an average grain size of 
5.5nm with variation of about 30%. Fig. 8.9 plots the records of the grain size 
distribution recorded for the aforementioned media pattern distributions. 
In the simulations, the fully decoupled medium is studied. In Section 8.3, we will 
discuss the effect of media characteristics on transition noise properties, such as the 
intergranular exchange coupling effect, anisotropy distribution and saturation 
magnetization distribution. The intergranular exchange parameter He (He = Aex/KuD2) 
varies from 0 to 0.1, and also has a random distribution in the media due to 
microstructure and irregular shapes of grains.   
A modified 3-D head solution described in Section 5.2.2[146] is used to drive the 
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recording process in simulations. The write width is 50nm and the fly height is 6.5nm. 
The return yolk width is 250nm and the space between the write pole and return yolk is 
300nm. For the recording simulations, the head field in the gap region at the air 
bearing surface (ABS) is set to be 29 KOe. 
 
Fig. 8.9 Media average grain size distribution from 100 media grain pattern 
 
The simulation results of the transition parameter and cross track correlation length for 
the 400Gbit/in2 perpendicular recording system has been given in Sections 8.2.1 and 
8.2.2, respectively.  
The magnetization curves with several predefined values of the partial erasure 
threshold, L , for 400 Gbit/in2 are plotted in Fig. 8.10. The fully decoupled case is 
studied here. The best possible match between the curves of the normalized 
magnetization computed by analytical calculation and micromagnetic simulations at 
2
D
x =  indicates a suitable partial erasure threshold L  for the microtrack modeling. It 
is found that the partial erasure threshold is about 3.8nm in this case. 
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Fig. 8.10 Partial erasure threshold estimated from micromagnetic simulation and analytical calculation 
 
The transition parameter, probability density function, cross track correlation length 
and partial erasure threshold obtained from micromagnetic analyses can be in turn used 
to predict the system performance with the microtrack model. 
Fig. 8.11 shows the bit-error-rate (BER) performance of a Viterbi detector based on an 
autoregressive (AR) model[147] for 400 Gbit/in2 channels with 10% jitter. The 
corresponding channel density Dc is 1.0, while the partial erasure threshold L is 0.24B 
where B is the bit length and equal to 15.8nm for 400 Gbit/in2. It is shown that the 
detector can achieve the BER of 10-5 at an SNR of 30 dB. Fig. 8.11 shows that it is 
possible to perform BER analysis and predict the system performance based on the 
microtrack model, where the parameters are extracted from the above micromagnetic 
simulations.  
Transition Separation D (nm) 
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Fig. 8.11 BER for different SNR 
 
To investigate the relationship between the microtrack jitter and total jitter, a 
microtrack jitter σjit is simulated and a series of transition responses with the jitter 
effect generated. Then, summarizing these microtarck transitions, the jitter for each 
track transition can be measured and the total track transition jitter calculated from the 
jitter distribution using a fitting technique, as shown in Fig. 8.12. It can be found that 
for different microtrack numbers, the transition jitter of the total track is proportional 
to the microtrack jitter with the factor equal to the square root of microtrack numbers. 
This is in accordance with the theoretical analysis:[148] 







        (8.7) 
As shown in Fig. 8.12, the transition jitter of the total track decreases when microtarck 
numbers, N, increases. 
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Fig. 8.12 Relationship between total track jitter and microtrack jitter noise 
 
8.3 Effect of Media Characteristics on Transition 
Noise Property 
To achieve ultra-high density recording, it is essential to reduce the medium noise. 
Over past few years, a great deal of discussions concentrated on the effects of 
intergranular exchange coupling and switching distribution on the performance of 
recording systems has been done.[28],[29],[145] However, for high density magnetic 
recording head-media combinations, the relation between medium characteristics and 
recording performances is not sufficiently clear, especially in the regime of ultra-high 
density from 400Gbit/in2 to 1Tbit/in2, due to lack of systematic study of the transition 
noise and their interdependence with the media parameters, such as the magnetization 
saturation and anisotropy distribution. Based on micromagnetic analyses, the transition 
noise property related to ultra-high density perpendicular magnetic recording processes 
(400Gbit/in2) are investigated in this section. 
‘o’ – fitting 
‘x’ – Calculated 
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8.3.1 Exchange Coupling  
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Fig. 8.13 (a) M-H Loops with different exchange coupling strengths; (b)exchange coupling (He) 
dependency of coercivity field (Hc), nucleation field (Hn),saturation field (Hs) and squareness 
 
The computed exchange coupling dependence of the coercivity (Hc), saturation field 
(Hs) and nucleation field (Hn) are given in Fig. 8.13. As shown in the figure, the 
coercivity and saturation magnetic field decrease when the intergranular exchange 
coupling increases and the nucleation field increases when the intergranular exchange 
coupling increases. From Fig. 8.13, it can be found that the exchange coupling 
increases the slope of the hysteresis loop. The trend of the simulated results agrees well 
with the results reported in Reference [148]. 
As discussed before, the probability density function of transitions can be obtained 
from the micromagnetic analysis. In addition, the transition parameter, cross track 
correlation length, s, and transition noise parameter[32] under different intergranular 
exchange couplings can also be produced, as shown in Fig. 8.14 when the value of the 
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anisotropy distribution = 3%. It can be found that the cross track correlation length is 
increased with increasing exchange coupling, which indicates a large media cluster is 
formed. For a weak intergranular exchange coupling, the transition noise parameter 
decreases linearly. With continuously increasing exchange coupling, the transition 
noise parameter changes slightly. The simulation results also show that the effect of 
exchange coupling on the cross track correlation length is more pronounced than that 
on the transition parameter.  
 









 Cross track correlation length


















Fig. 8.14 Exchange coupling dependency of transition parameters, crosstrack correlation length and 
transition noise parameters 
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8.3.2 Anisotropy Distribution  
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Fig. 8.15 Exchange dependency of transition parameter and transition noise parameter with anisotropy 
distribution being 3%, 10% and 20% 
 
Fig. 8.15 gives the exchange dependency of the transition parameter and transition 
noise parameter with different anisotropy distribution. Simulations show that the 
transition noise parameter is increased with increasing anisotropy distribution 
indicating that reducing the medium anisotropy distribution can improve the 
performance of recording systems.  
 
8.3.3 Saturation Magnetization Distribution  
The effects of the saturation magnetization distributions on the transition noise are also 
investigated as below.  
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Fig. 8.16 Exchange dependency of transition parameter and transition noise parameter with 
magnetization saturation distribution being 3%, 10% and 20% case 
 
As shown in Fig. 8.16, it can be seen that the effect of the magnetization saturation 
distribution is not comparable to that of the anisotropy distribution. For decoupled 
media grain structure, the transition parameter and transition noise parameter increase 
with increasing deviation of the saturation magnetization distribution. With 
continuously increasing the exchange coupling, the effect of the saturation 
magnetization distribution becomes insignificant.   
The above micromagnetic analysis with effect of anisotropy and saturation 
magnetization taken into consideration indicates that a weak coupling is needed to 
achieve high SNR. The simulation also shows that the effect of the anisotropy 
distribution is more pronounced and a low anisotropy distribution can improve the 
recording system performance.   
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8.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, Micromagnetic simulations have been performed to investigate the 
relation between medium characteristics and transition noise properties for ultra-high 
density perpendicular recording. The effects of the anisotropy distribution and 
saturation magnetization distribution are investigated. A new method for estimation of 
the partial erasure threshold is developed. The simulation results show that for ultra-
high density perpendicular recording, the effects of the anisotropy distribution and 
intergranular exchange coupling are the dominating factors affecting the transition 
noise. The noise property parameters obtained can then be used to predict the 
performance of recording systems with the microtrack model. It is worth noting that 
the relationship between the microtrack jitter and total jitter is investigated by 
micromagnetic simulations and theoretical analyses. The results indicate that the total 
track jitter is proportional to the microtrack jitter with the factor equal to the square 
root of microtrack numbers. 
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9 Conclusions and Discussions 
 
Perpendicular recording system is a promising technology for achieving very high-
density magnetic recording. To reduce the product development cycle for hard disk 
drives, it is essential for the performance of the recording system to be predicted and 
analyzed before prototypes are physically built. The combination of the micromagnetic 
simulation and statistical model of the read/write process provides an effective 
approach to designing recording heads and channels, the core engineering components 
of hard disk drives. To achieve these goals, there are several factors that must be taken 
into consideration. An important factor in technological developments is to obtain a 
clear theoretical understanding of the magnetization processes with the combination of 
write head and recording media. The numerical micromagnetic simulation can provide 
us with the fundamental understanding of magnetization processes on the nanometer 
scale since it predicts the magnetic behavior of the magnetic material from its 
microstructure and intrinsic magnetic properties. The most promising technique used 
presently in numerical micromagnetics is the finite element method (FEM).[65][66],[81][149] 
This technique allows for the recording media possessing any arbitrarily shaped grains 
to be modeled. It also enables us to study the effects of the true reversal mode of media 
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grains and grain boundaries in ultra-high density perpendicular recording processes. 
However, numerical simulation of these problems can be extremely computationally 
intensive even with the most up-to-date computing hardware, specifically when 
calculating the demagnetizing field. Over the past few years, several numerical 
algorithms have been developed to speed up this calculation, including the Fast Fourier 
Transform, a hierarchical dipole interaction evaluation scheme, Fast Multipole Method, 
and Hybrid FEM/BEM. In this thesis, a modified Fast Fourier Transform on 
Multipoles (FFTM) method is introduced to speed up demagnetizing field calculation. 
The effectiveness of this new numerical technique in terms of efficiency and accuracy 
were demonstrated by comprehensive analyses and comparisons with other currently 
available methods. We would like to remark that, due to its reliance on FFT, this 
approach would suffer some loss in efficiency when the structure is spatially sparsely 
populated, as in the case when studying the effect of demagnetizing coupling between 
the head and media where writer head and media are well separated.  
A 3-D micromagnetic model based on the finite element method is also developed. The 
calculation of demagnetizing field is carried out using the above mentioned new 
approach. To evaluate the performance of this new algorithm, we tested the FFTM 
approach on several examples and compared its efficiency with the direct approach 
and the Hybrid FEM/BEM method. The simulations were performed on studying the 
magnetization dynamics of the nanowires with different aspect ratio and perpendicular 
recording media. It is demonstrated that FFTM is an accurate and efficient method for 
providing substantial reductions in computing time and memory usage. It is expected 
that with this remarkable improvement in computing speed, it would be practical for 
the finite element micromagnetic modeling to be applied to the investigation of 
perpendicular magnetic recording processes. Based on the finite element 
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micromagnetic model, the dynamic effect in magnetic recording system has been 
examined. Current studies have shown that the dynamic effect impacts the switching 
field limits and switching speeds. The simulation also investigates the effect of 
medium parameters such as medium anisotropy orientation distribution, on the 
switching time. The simulations are based on free boundary conditions. Extension of 
this work may be conduced in the future by adding periodic boundary conditions, 
enabling write and read processes on perpendicular recording media to be studied. 
Another important research issue relates to thermal effects. As we know, 
superparamagnetism occurs when the microscopic magnetic grains on the disc become 
so tiny that they interfere with one another, thus tending to loss their ability to maintain 
the magnetic orientation. Today, for the hard drive industry, the ability to push up the 
superparamagnetic limit is more critical than ever before. And many research groups 
[25][150][151][152][153]
 have studied thermally activated magnetization reversal in the 
framework of the micromagnetic concept. Thus, a detailed study on the dynamic 
thermal reversal and dynamic effect on thermal stability must be examined in the 
future. Continuing development of micromagnetic models of recording media should 
take thermal effects into consideration.  
A large scale 3-D micromagnetic simulation with adaptive mesh refinement is 
expected to improve the numerical results. Recent advances in parallel computing 
techniques hold interesting possibilities for micromagnetics. A freely available open 
source toolbox “PETSc”— the Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation 
[154]
 provides data structures, low level linear algebra and many utility routines for 
small serial programs as well as large-scale applications for massively parallel 
supercomputers. Also, the message passing interface (MPI) library can handle both 
short-ranged exchange interactions and non-local demagnetizing interactions between 
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processors. E. T. Ong et al[155] used the FFTM algorithm for solving large-scale 3-D 
electrostatic problems and observed a significant speed-up in the parallel 
implementation of FFTM using up to 16 processors on an IBM-p690 supercomputer. K. 
Takano et al[156] developed a parallel micromagnetic finite element method for 
handling a large number of micromagnetic elements and utilized it to analyze full head 
and media models. It can be imagined that to build the parallel computing functions 
into in our finite element micromagnetic model can significantly reduce the overall 
computational time of a large number of simulations.  
In Chapter 5, a novel 2-D analytical solution for magnetic field prediction in terms of 
vector magnetic potential is proposed. This analytical solution takes the soft underlayer 
into consideration. The write field and field gradient calculated in the soft underlayer, 
media layer and air gap region agree with numerical simulations and are compared 
with previous works (Karlqvist, 1954; Lindholm, 1975). Our findings support the view 
that the SUL thickness only affects the amplitude and the trail shape of the write field 
slightly. When the thickness of the soft underlayer decreases to a low level (TSUL > 
150nm), the down track flux density will exceed 1T which is the saturation value of 
normal SUL materials. The result is consistent with Gao’s work (2002). Our solution 
can also predict eddy currents in the soft underlayer. The results show that the 
amplitude of the eddy current density is very big (around 108 order) in the soft 
underlayer. However, the power loss due to eddy current is extremely small and can be 
ignored in writer head analyses. To investigate the dominant effect of the design 
parameters on the write field performance, sensitivity analysis based on Response 
Surface Methodology is carried out. Our findings show that the write field amplitude is 
generally very sensitive to the equivalent air gap length G. The write field gradient and 
PW50/PW are slightly more sensitive to the equivalent air gap length than to the pole 
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width. These findings are useful in the design phase for the perpendicular recording 
system. 
The analytical head solution presented in Chapter 5 only deals with the down track and 
vertical directions. It is believed that the effects of the cross track edges on the 
recording medium must be included. Although the work of Gao and Betram (1998, 
2001, 2003) had dealt with such a phenomena by using the image fields method, but 
the computing time was very long. In another work they also attempted to compute the 
head field distribution numerically using micromagnetic simulation. Further work is 
needed to develop a 3-D analytical head solution that takes the track edge head 
gradient into consideration.[157] Once this is achieved, the performance of designing the 
write head structure for future magnetic recording system will be improved and the 
track edge effects in recorded magnetization transitions can be conveniently 
investigated.  
The recent announcement by Hitachi declared that a recording system at areal densities 
beyond 200Gbit/in2 has been developed. The write head has a narrow track pole-tip 
with a floating trailing shield. It is expected that the tilted perpendicular recording can 
be an effective method for ultra-high density and ultra-high data rate magnetic 
recording. In Chapter 6, the 2-D and 3-D finite element methods (FEM) were used to 
study the write field distribution of the perpendicular writer with a shielded pole. The 
slanted write fields due to the side shields, the shielded poles at the trailing edge and 
leading edge of the main pole tip, are analyzed in detail. Several design parameters 
have been investigated, including the shield gap and the height of the shield piece at 
trailing edge. In the investigation on the effect of slanted field on switching field 
distribution (SFD), the simulations show that it is possible for the shielded pole to be 
utilized to improve the writing performance. However, a detailed study on the correct 
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way of adding shields is necessary in the future.[3][122]  
With the development of magnetic recording technologies, the data areal density has 
increased continually. Hence, there is a pressing need to design an accurate statistical 
model for investigating the nano-scale features in the microstructure of the 
perpendicular recording media and predicting the performance of the recording system 
before it is built. Such a statistical model is essential in the design and evaluation of 
the magnetic recording channels. In Chapter 8, a 3-D micromagnetic model is used to 
simulate the switching dynamics of magnetic recording system with areal densities 
equal to 400Gibt/in2 and to determine parameters of the micro-track model. Using the 
3-D micromagnetic simulation, the recording transition data for head/media 
combinations can be computed. These transition data will then be used to build a 
microtrack model to predict the performance of the magnetic recording system. The 
combination of these two models, i.e. the 3-D micromagnetic model and microtrack 
model, is expected to be able to predict the performance of future magnetic recording 
systems. 
However, until now, the data areal densities of commercial perpendicular recording 
systems can only reach 100 Gibt/in2. As a result, the validation of the computer 
modeling against the experimental results is limited to this level of the areal density 
with regards to perpendicular recording systems. In the future, further comprehensive 
comparisons with experimentations for ultra-high density recording systems are 
worthwhile. 
Over past few years, a great deal of discussions concentrated on the effects of 
intergranular exchange coupling and switching distribution on the performance of 
recording systems has been done.[28],[29],[145] However, for high density magnetic 
recording head-media combinations, the relation between medium characteristics and 
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recording performances is not sufficiently clear, especially in the regime of ultra-high 
density from 400Gbit/in2 to 1Tbit/in2, due to lack of systematic study of the transition 
noise and their interdependence with the media parameters, such as the magnetization 
saturation and anisotropy distribution. Thus, with our developed model, we 
investigated the effects of media characteristics such as intergranular exchange 
coupling, anisotropy distribution and saturation magnetization distribution on 
transition noises. Our model has shown that the intergranular exchange coupling has 
important effects on the probability density function and cross track correlation length. 
The results indicate that a weak coupling is desirable to achieve a high SNR. The 
simulation also shows that the effects of anisotropy distribution are more pronounced 
and that a low anisotropy distribution can improve the recording system performance. 
In future, further work along this line is needed to study the effect of other medium and 
head parameters on transition noise, such as medium anisotropy orientation 
distribution, head skew angle and etcetera.  
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Recurrence Formulas  
 
Given that ( )321 ,, xxx=x , x=r  and 1−=i , the recurrence formulas are: 
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